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CHAPTER 1.
 
SPIRIT SQUARE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
 
HISTORY
 
Spirit Square Center for the Arts is the region's 
largest multidisciplinary arts institution offering programs 
in the performing arts, visual arts and arts education. 
Serving a region of 1.4 million, Spirit Square houses three 
performance spaces, six galleries and ten studios. It is also 
the home for Opera Carolina, Charlotte Repertory Theatre, 
Charlotte Choral Society and The Oratorio Singers. 
In 1975, the Mecklenburg County Commissioners purchased 
the abandoned First Baptist Church for development as a 
cultural arts center. This complex of four buildings was 
turned over to the United Arts Council, now called the Arts 
and Science Council, to be developed. 
A private, non-profit corporation was formed to develop 
and administer the new organization, and in the fall of 1976, 
the first phase of Spirit Square was opened. With little 
renovation, one of the four buildings was converted into 
studios and classrooms, a small theater, gallery, restaurant 
and offices for arts organizations. Programming of the spaces 
was mostly educational in nature and was done by other 
organizations and teachers who rented the space. 
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In 1980, the sanctuary was renovated and transformed 
into a fully-equipped 800-seat theater. This renovation was 
funded by a $2.5 million City bond issue and $800,000 in 
private funds. A new lobby was also constructed on adjacent 
property. The County relinquished 50 percent ownership in the 
property to the City and agreed to pay net operating costs 
not covered by operating revenues. 
Spirit Square began to exercise more control over the 
education program, and the Center began its own visual arts 
program. The opening of the theater changed Spirit Square's 
primary role from that of a renting facility to a 
professional level presenting organization. 
Spirit Square's second major renovation carne in 1983 
and greatly boosted the visual arts program. A 2,900 square­
foot contemporary arts gallery was created with $1 million ln 
private funds. The focus of the gallery's programming has 
continued to be contemporary art of national and 
international significance. 
In May 1988, the most comprehensive renovation of 
Spirit Square began. With funding totaling $6.5 million from 
a combination of public and private monies, all parts of the 
facility's five buildings were joined into one cohesive 
complex. This most recent renovation was completed in 1990. 
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MISSION AND PURPOSE 
The Center's mission statement is as follows: 
Spirit Square Center for the Arts believes that the 
arts are a true measure and record of a civilized 
society and a catalyst for the enrichment, growth and 
pleasure of the citizens of that society. 
Its purpose is: 
to create opportunities for the discovery, development 
and celebration of creative ability from whatever 
sources it may emerge or in whatever artistic form it 
may take. And by these opportunities to restore the 
arts, and the role of the artist, to a central and 
relevant position in the community. 
The Board, in 1991, set as its goals: 
1.	 To present performing and visual arts experiences of 
national and international stature to the community; 
2.	 To identify and showcase talent indigenous to 
Charlotte, Mecklenburg County and the Central 
Piedmont region; 
3.	 To develop and provide, for adults and children, 
a variety of learning encounters in the arts that 
enhance professional growth or personal pleasure -­
at Spirit Square, in the schools, and elsewhere; 
4.	 To develop bridges between the arts and other areas 
of community interest -- religion, labor, business, 
government, ethnic traditions, folk customs, 
minorities, the international community and 
social service; 
5.	 To maximize the use of the Spirit Square complex as 
a venue for a broad range of civic, social, 
educational, professional and charitable events. 
6.	 To conduct the business of the agency in a fiscally 
sound and prudent manner and to ensure its solvency 
in the future through th l development of a Spirit Square Endowment. 
Ispirit Square Employee Handbook, A-3. 
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MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
 
Board 
Spirit Square is governed by a Board of twenty-six 
members. A member serves for a three-year term and may serve 
two consecutive terms. Twelve members of the Board are 
appointed by Spirit Square, six by the Board of County 
Commissioners of Mecklenburg County, four by the City Council 
of Charlotte and two by the mayor of Charlotte. The 
Presidents of the Center's two volunteer organizations also 
serve as Board members. 
The Board of Directors is divided into committees as 
recommended by Thomas Wolf in Managing ~ Nonprofit 
Organization. Spirit Square's Board of Directors includes the 
following: 
1. The Executive Committee 
2. The Development Committee 
3. Advocacy and Outreach Committee 
4. Artistic Advisory Committee 
5. Board Resources Committee 
6. Education Committee 
7. Facilities Committee 
8. Finance Committee 
9. Human Resources Committee 
10. Long-Range Planning Committee 
11. Multicultural Development Committee 
Each committee's function is explained in Appendix 1. 
As Wolf recommends, part of sound management practice 
entails giving each Board member a Board manual so that he 
will fully understand the organization and the role of the 
5 
2Board. It is hoped that an informed Board member will be a 
productive Board member. 
Spirit Square's manual contains the responsibilities of 
the Board, Spirit Square's bylaws, the history of the 
organization, and financial statements. It also contains a 
list of committees with appropriate functions and members. 
All Board members are given a calendar listing the year's 
meetings so that they can plan ahead. 
Board members are given a list of member 
responsibilities upon becoming a Board member. One 
responsibility is to financially contribute to the 
organization to the best of one's ability. All other 
responsibilities are listed in Appendix 1. 
President and C.E.O. 
Dr. Joseph Golden serves as the President and C.E.O. of 
Spirit Square and as such oversees all programs and 
operations of the organization. 
Staff 
Daily operations employ thirty-nine full-time and 
twelve part-time employees. Spirit Square is currently re­
evaluating job descriptions and the organizational structure. 
2Thomas Wolf, Managing ~ NonProfit Organization (New 
York: Prentice Hall Press, 1990), 48+. 
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However, the most recent organizational structure is as 
follows: 
1.	 Vice President for Administration and Finance 
oversees personnel, administration support, box 
office operations, accounting and finance, and 
retail operations. 
2.	 Vice President for Facility Management has as his 
responsibility event/space coordination, house 
management, concessions, ushers, maintenance 
and housekeeping. 
3.	 Vice President for Arts and Education is responsible 
for all performing arts, visual arts and arts 
education programs. 
4.	 Director of Community Resource Development is 
responsible for community outreach and audience 
development programming. 
5.	 Director of Development oversees all development and 
fundraising activities, including the coordination 
of the two volunteer organizations. 
6.	 Director of Marketing and Public Relations is 
responsible for all marketing and public relations 
activities including the publication of newsletters, 
class brochures, the Spirit Square magazine and 
programs. 
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The most recently printed organizational chart is enclosed as 
Appendix 2. 
MANAGEMENT STYLE 
Racial Diversity 
The Center continues to incorporate racial diversity 
into the organization. Presently, fifteen percent of the 
Board of Directors are people of color. Twenty-one percent 
of the full-time staff are people of color. The program 
itself has even a greater representation of artists of color 
as performers, exhibitors, students, teachers and patrons. 
A Multicultural Committee works constantly to ensure 
representation of all cultural groups in personnel and 
programs. New outreach programming with organizations 
representing such populations as Latin-Americans, Arabs and 
Germans will strengthen Spirit Square's commitment to 
Charlotte's multicultural community. 
Programming 
The performing arts department presents approximately 40 
performances throughout the nine-month season. The majority 
of the season is composed of musical performances that 
include jazz, folk, pop, vintage, and some classical groups. 
Theatre is usually presented five or six times. Dance 
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performances may encompass three presentations, and shows for 
children involve approximately six shows. 
This past season showcased approximately 30 exhibitions 
by visual artists in the Spirit Square galleries. Some of 
those included in the season were sculpture, drawings, 
photographs, fiber art, a competition of local high school 
students, an exhibition of work by employees of local 
companies, and a video installation. 
The upcoming exhibition season promises a celebration 
of mountain culture with a quilt display, photographs of 
mountain farms by Robert Amberg, and an exhibition of 
mountain instruments. Also in the upcoming season will be a 
exhibition of art work by German artists from Cologne. 
Spirit Square continues to have an active educational 
program, offering approximately 35 classes for toddlers, 
children and adults in printmaking, pottery, basketry, 
weaving, theatre, music, dance, drawing and painting each 
semester. Two summer art camps are also offered for students 
ln grades 1-6. 
Other special workshops are offered throughout the year 
for adults and students. These might include a week-long 
intensive workshop for high school students that concentrates 
on printmaking, a month-long dance workshop for students, or 
a day-long event by a visiting artist. 
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Although Danny Newman, in his book Subscribe Now!, 
maintains that season subscriptions are the best way to sell 
a season of performances, Spirit Square is not convinced that 
subscriptions are the most effective way to build audiences. 
Administration does not seem to have a favorable attitude 
toward subscriptions or advance ticketing privileges for 
members and therefore seasonal promotions and marketing 
strategies change almost yearly. This certainly causes 
confusion among members and ticket buyers as they are never 
sure of the "rules." 
It is my belief that season subscriptions build a loyal 
audience base. By not offering subscriptions, an organization 
misses the opportunity for guaranteed revenue on a 
performance that may, as a single performance, be a low 
seller. Subscriptions, unlike single tickets, ensure a way to 
build audiences and guarantee revenue. 
This past season, tickets were sold on a single basis 
only, with discounts given to groups, members, senior 
citizens, students, and to those who formed their own series 
of five or more shows. The upcoming season will offer series 
tickets for theatre, dance and children's performances only, 
with tickets for all music performances being sold on a 
single-ticket basis. The upcoming season will allow members 
advance purchasing privileges. It is my opinion that Spirit 
Square, by selling a series of performances, will see an 
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increase in the number of tickets purchased for such 
performances. 
Leadership/Staff Relations 
Staff members strongly question the Board's commitment 
to the organization. Board members, despite the dictum to 
attend four events per year, seem to be infrequent guests to 
performances and events. At a recent successful "gallery 
crawl" evening where attendance to an exhibition was 
phenomenal, and a musical performance was scheduled in one of 
the theaters, the Chairman of the Board was overheard 
wondering why all the people were there. 
Presently there is a 73 percent turnover rate among 
staff having been with Spirit Square for four years or less. 
Almost 100 percent of the staff are members of Spirit Square, 
and the staff members generally "like" one another, but 
morale is low. A lackadaisical attitude and one of 
disinterest is showing up throughout the organization. People 
feel overburdened with work and think that administration is 
indifferent to their needs. 
Staff members have not received a pay raise in two 
years. This year pay raises have been promised and a type of 
merit evaluation is about to be implemented. However, no 
formal goals and objectives were established with each staff 
member that would allow for objective evaluation, and some 
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staff are naturally concerned with this situation. Stress 
levels are high as job security is a factor for some. 
One Vice-President feels that there are three 
leadership qualities that are necessary to survive in the 
90's and that Spirit Square needs to improve in the three 
areas of flexibility, creativity and decisiveness. The Center 
and all its staff must be open-minded enough to encourage the 
maximizing of talents in responding to the problems at hand. 
Leaders must have the ability to continually generate new 
ideas and practices which respond quickly and effectively to 
rapidly changing environments and conditions. The institution 
must also work to clearly communicate decisions to staff and 
the community which promote the long-term stated goals and 
objectives of the institution. 3 
Future Trends 
Spirit Square is on the verge of having to rethink its 
entire mission and goals. With the opening of the North 
Carolina Blumenthal Performing Arts Center just two blocks 
away from Spirit Square, many are wondering what will happen 
to Spirit Square. 
The Performing Arts Center opening in the fall of 1992 
is a $40 million "grand" complex. It is built on the concept 
3Joe Jefcoat, "APAP Leadership Institute Application," 
June 1992. 
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of a traditional opera house complete with box seats and 
offers state of the art facilities and outstanding acoustics. 
The Performing Arts Center, with three performance spaces 
that include a 2,lOO-seat Belk Theater and a 440-seat Booth 
Playhouse, will become uptown's premiere performance space. 
Many of the city's arts organizations such as Opera 
Carolina, the Charlotte Symphony Orchestra, and Charlotte 
Repertory Theatre will use the Performing Arts Center as 
their performance space. Charlotte Repertory Theatre is the 
biggest tenant of Spirit Square's three theaters. In 1992-92, 
the Theatre used Spirit Square's theaters approximately 120 
times. When the new PAC opens, Charlotte Repertory Theatre 
will only use Spirit Square's theaters 18 times before moving 
4its season to the Performing Arts Center. 
Competition for the performing arts audience is stiff. 
The city of Charlotte has two other major presenting halls, 
not including the new PAC. In order for Spirit Square to 
survive, new strategies for programming and operations must 
be developed. 
It has become a Spirit Square mandate that the 
performing arts, visual arts, and education departments work 
together on projects so that the arts experience becomes a 
"total" experience and one that is able to reach many more 
4Tony Brown, "Competition may push Spirit Square into a 
new niche," The Charlotte Observer, 26 April 1992 , p. 3 (F). 
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people. Generally, these projects start with a single 
performance or exhibition and develop into a celebration of a 
specific culture. The events require more work and 
coordination among all departments, from the marketing 
department to the maintenance staff, and ultimately that may 
mean fewer events. 
Spirit Square tried out the "culture festival" approach 
with Sommerfest '92, a celebration of the German-speaking 
community that combined food, entertainment and education 
into one evening. The evening was a tremendous success in 
that the German population in Charlotte and surrounding area 
became involved in Spirit Square. New audiences were 
attracted to and interacted with Spirit Square, Charlotte 
learned a little more about the German culture and revenue in 
excess of $7500 was raised. 
The upcoming "Mountain Celebration" started out as a 
exhibition of Robert Amberg's photographs of mountain farms 
but has evolved into a true celebration of the Appalachian 
culture. The festival will include a performance by legendary 
Doc Watson and a performance by the Southern Musical Roots 
Tour. It will include an exhibition of quilts by Ora Watson, 
a tobacco curing demonstration, demonstrations and 
exhibitions of mountain instruments such as the dulcimer, an 
exhibition of farming implements and workshops for people to 
learn about these native mountain arts. People who may come 
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specifically to hear Doc Watson will be exposed to the 
exhibitions, and in this way it becomes a more diverse 
experience. 
with programs like Sommerfest and the Mountain Culture 
Festival, Spirit Square can capitalize on the rise of 
cultural awareness that seems to be spreading throughout our 
society. Leslie Paliyenko, Director of Community Resources 
Development, sees this type of programming as "cultural 
immersion ••• learning our cultural differences and 
appreciating them."5 
Following his involvement with Sommerfest, Bob Fridl, 
Quality Imports president, is now trying to start a two-state 
coalition to make his fellow Austrians more active 
participants in community life. Paliyenko hopes Spirit Square 
can continue to generate that type of interaction and 
believes that if it can, it will give "Spirit Square a chance 
to make a lasting contribution to the community."6 
Another change in Spirit Square's programming and 
operations may come with the opening of a downtown arts 
magnet school. With plans for such a school in formulation, 
some see creative educational programming as crucial to the 
Center's survival. The plans call for an old department store 
5Dean Smith, "Festival Spirit," The Charlotte Observer, 
31, May 1992, 1 (F). 
6 Ibid .,5(F). 
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one-half of a block away from Spirit Square to be turned into 
an arts and banking high school with a tentative opening date 
of January 1994. If that opening date becomes a reality, 
Spirit Square would host the arts classes for the fall 1993 
semester. 
Dr. Golden, president of Spirit Square, was quoted in 
The Charlotte Observer as saying, in reference to his plans 
for preserving Spirit Square, that education "is the glue 
7that holds it all together." His plan includes Spirit Square 
becoming the practice lab for students of the magnet school, 
and possibly applying the arts to early childhood 
development, which could lead Spirit Square to becoming a 
preschool for the arts. Michael Marsicano, president of the 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Arts & Science Council was quoted in 
the same article as saying, "If Joe's on the track of Spirit 
Square emerging as an educational and community center for 
the arts, he's on the right track."8 (For related articles on 
future trends in Charlotte, see Appendix 7 and Appendix 8.) 
7Brown, "Competition may push Spirit Square into a new 
niche," 3(F). 
8 .Ibld. 
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PERSONNEL POLICY 
Spirit Square maintains an Employee Handbook which all 
regular employees receive. As Thomas Wolf recommends in his 
book, Managing ~ Nonprofit Organization, this manual covers 
such topics as types of employment, working hours and 
conditions, benefits, and general procedures and policies. 9 
Spirit Square offers medical, dental and life insurance 
coverage to all full-time regular employees. The employee's 
spouse and dependents may also be covered by the policy. 
Other benefits include two weeks of paid vacation and a 
retirement plan. 
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 
Financial highlights show that in 1991 total expenses 
were approximately $2.72 million and income was $2.77 
million. Personnel expenses totaled approximately $1.67 
million or 61 percent of the total expenses. Earned income 
comprised 32 percent of the total income. Contributed income 
made up the majority of the total income with the largest 
contributor being Mecklenburg County at $1.27 million. (See 
Appendix 3 for financial highlights.) 
9Thoma s Wolf, Manag ing ~ Nonprof it Organ iza t ion (New 
York: Prentice Hall Press, 1990), 99. 
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For the 1991-92 season, the North Carolina Arts Council 
awarded Spirit Square grant funds in the excess of $28,000. 
From the National Endowment for the Arts, the Center received 
$13,000. Spirit Square received more than $5,300 from the 
Southern Arts Federation. 
Next year Spirit Square will receive less money from 
the City. This year the Arts & Science Council awarded Spirit 
Square $355,000. For the 1992-93 fiscal year, Spirit Square 
requested $410,000, an amount they felt was realistic based 
upon the Arts & Science Council's increased annual fund 
drive. The Arts & Science Council awarded Spirit Square 
$345,000 for the 1992-93 fiscal year based on various 
reasons. One comment the Arts & Science Council offered was 
that the panel members reviewing the grant application felt 
Spirit Square was over-staffed. For a complete summary of 
panel comments, see Appendix 4. 
The following comments listed below give a general 
summary of the panel's comments as distributed by the Arts & 
Science Council: 
1.	 The panel commends the Board for its willingness to 
face the challenges that the opening of the PAC will 
bring. 
2.	 The panel believes that Spirit Square must rethink 
its mission and establish program priorities. A 
reorganization of staff may be required. 
18 
3.	 The panel strongly encourages Spirit Square to make 
arts education its priority program. 
4.	 The panel is concerned about Spirit Square's 
financial status and feels that Spirit Square needs 
to develop a more realistic long-range fiscal 
10plan. 
10 "Multidisciplinary Panel," May 1992. 
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CHAPTER 2.
 
INTERNSHIP RESPONSIBILITIES AND TASKS
 
BASIC RESPONSIBILITIES
 
As an intern, I worked with Leslie Paliyenko, Director 
of Community Resource Development. This department was 
created five months before my internship began with its 
purpose being to "scuff up the floors." Programming to 
increase community outreach and audience development was its 
primary objective. 
As the only support staff the director had to carry out 
her objectives, I was given a wide variety of 
responsibilities and tasks as projects deemed necessary. 
Such tasks involved writing correspondence, bulk mailings of 
flyers, the coordination of invitation lists and the 
subsequent mailings as well as report documentation. 
Hospitality duties, the processing of check requisitions and 
purchase orders and the ordering of supplies were all 
necessary for the success of a project. I was also given the 
authority to work closely with the Education department 
assisting with administrative and clerical tasks as programs 
required. 
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ALLEN D. CARTER COMMUNITY MURAL PROJECT 
The major component of my internship experience was the 
position as Site Coordinator of the Allen Carter Mural 
Project. As Site Coordinator, I served as the critical link 
between Spirit Square and the. community sites involved in the 
project. 
Five recreational centers were chosen to participate in 
the mural project, each site representing a geographically 
different area of Charlotte. Individual centers were chosen 
according to staff support of the project and for the 
anticipated participants the project would serve. 
Each community site was assigned a professional 
community artist that had completed a teacher workshop 
conducted by Allen Carter and Spirit Square. Populations 
served by the project included homeless children at Hawthorne 
Recreational Center, senior citizens at Albemarle Rd. 
Recreational Center, and predominately young black teens at 
the Naomi Drenan Recreational Center. A seemingly equal 
balance of white and black 8-15 year old students 
participated at the Tuckaseegee Recreational Center and at 
the Ada Jenkins Community Center in Davidson, Mecklenburg 
County. 
I was responsible for delivering all supplies needed 
for the three-week mural project to each site and providing 
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the community artists with additional supplies as needed. 
Furthermore, I followed the progress of each site, visiting 
at least every other day, keeping the artist and participants 
appraised of approaching deadlines. I kept a file of photo 
releases that each participant was required to sign and 
alerted the sites of possible media and video coverage. 
If necessary, I contacted the community center's 
director on behalf of the artist to address any problems or 
concerns. I notified the center directors of the 
participants' reception and provided the caterer with an 
attendance estimate. 
At the conclusion of the project, I gathered all 
remaining supplies and photographed the completed murals. 
Evaluations with the recreational center directors and with 
Spirit Square staff members were completed. 
SENIOR SUNDAYS 
During my internship period, I worked with a new 
program titled "Senior Sundays," a series of monthly 
sessions where senior citizens had the opportunity to 
experience varying arts experiences, from throwing a pot on a 
wheel to printmaking. By participating in such "workshops" as 
learning what it takes to curate an exhibition to learning 
about musical theatre in America, senior citizens were able 
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to experience a variety of educational yet enjoyable arts 
experiences. 
As this was a new program, I continually updated and 
maintained a mailing list of all senior citizens that had 
participated in a session and compiled a list of community 
centers and churches with large active groups of senior 
citizens for future mailings. I was responsible for mailing 
publicity flyers on upcoming senior programs and for 
assisting on the day of the event as needed. 
CLEO PARKER ROBINSON DANCE ENSEMBLE 
Another project I assisted with was the week-long 
residency of the Cleo Parker Robinson Dance Ensemble. During 
the ensemble's residency, approximately 3,000 school students 
experienced the Ensemble at Spirit Square, with additional 
students at other schools experiencing some aspect of the 
Ensemble whether it was a few dancers leading an exercise or 
the drummer engaging the students in a rhythmic exercise. 
Approximately 35 students had the wonderful opportunity to 
work with Cleo and some of her dancers during their visit on 
a piece that the students and Ensemble subsequently 
performed. 
For the Cleo Parker Robinson project, I gathered 
statistics on participating students, accompanied the drummer 
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to schools for assemblies, and coordinated the mailing of 
invitations to the post-performance reception. I also 
assisted with the coordination of the student dance troupe 
during the week and on the night of the performance. 
GO FORWARD RETREAT 
A staff retreat, entitled a "Go Forward" meeting 
allowed me to participate in the process of evaluating an 
organization and in determining what achievements should be 
realized as well as what the staff members see as the 
organization's strengths and weaknesses. After the retreat, 
was given the r esponsibi Ii ty of d ocume nting the "Go Forward" 
meeting so that the outcome of the day would be recorded and 
could be used for future planning and implementation of 
programs and objectives. 
The report is attached as Appendix 5. It addresses 
interesting ways to increase board commitment and leadership, 
how to increase financial autonomy and stability, and ways to 
increase public access to the facility and programs. 
Many staff members felt the day's activities were a 
necessary and an important part of planning. Some, however, 
were not optimistic that their ideas would playa role in any 
future planning. 
I 
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Following the retreat, the format of full staff 
meetings was immediately changed to reflect the groups' 
ideas. Other suggestions, especially those addressing the 
area of public access, were already being implemented. It is 
hoped that other ideas from the retreat will be considered in 
future planning. 
MULTICULTURAL ACTIVITIES 
As part of Spirit Square's increasing effort to reach 
groups of diverse cultural backgrounds, a Multicultural 
Committee was formed. The committee, chaired by Ms. Paliyenko 
and a Board member, meets with leaders of organized groups 
representing different cultures in order to find new ways 
Spirit Square can interact with the groups. I was responsible 
for researching and updating lists of ethnic organizations in 
Charlotte. As part of Sommerfest '92, a festival of the 
German-speaking community, I compiled a mailing list of over 
600 names, creating a databank for all Sommerfest publicity 
and for future Spirit Square events. 
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CHAPTER 3.
 
A MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE:
 
THE ALLEN D. CARTER COMMUNITY MURAL PROJECT
 
PROJECT SUMMARY
 
Introduction 
Spirit Square Center for the Arts requested a grant of 
$7,500 from the Arts and Science Council in support of 
educational programs surrounding the exhibition of "Big AI" 
Carter: Paintings, Drawings and Murals scheduled for January 
1992. Projected expenses of the project equaled $40,000. The 
requested amount was granted. 
Allen Carter is a nationally recognized African­
American painter who works with themes of "everyday people," 
often in vibrant primary-color palette. Educational and 
outreach programming included a three-week Knight Gallery 
residency by Carter, an in-service training workshop for 
teachers and community artists, and the creation of a series 
of neighborhood billboards which were used to publicize 
Carter's exhibition and residency. Students participated in 
the creative process from idea conception through 
installation. 
The murals will be produced in three different 
environments. Teachers, after attending the training workshop 
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will implement murals in the schools. Five community centers 
will produce murals with the help of area artists. A mural 
will also be produced in the Knight Gallery by "Big AI" and 
15 at-risk students from a Charlotte "last chance" high 
school and subsequently permanently installed on a visible 
exterior wall of Spirit Square. 
The Artist 
Allen "Big AI" Carter is a 44-year old African-American 
Virginia-based artist and teacher who has emerged in the past 
ten years as a significant painter and muralist. Carter's 
work follows in the tradition of Diego Rivera and Romare 
Bearden and is especially accessible to the public eye. His 
artistry is strong and his method of creation does not hide 
the process. 
Although some of his works are small-scale pencil 
drawings, many are quite large and use mixed media and 
ornamentation. Arts Critic Michael Welzenbach wrote in The 
Washington Post last year that 
one of Carter's strongest attributes is his sheer 
gift for painting and drawing. He's one of our 
great experimenters, willing to throw sensitive, 
Raphael-like drawings, cutout cartoon animals, and 
Day-Glo paint into one otherwise carefully 
balanced composition •• Carter is a master ofllfaces and expressions. 
Allen Carter has received much praise and recognition in his 
11ASC Grant Application, Allen "Big AI" Carter, 1991. 
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solo and group exhibitions. He is an exceptional role model 
who demonstrates skill in encouraging young people to 
recognize their own artistic expression and is particularly 
gifted in interacting with children who have had limited 
exposure to the arts and with those who are "at risk" 
12
adolescents. 
MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE:
 
COMMUNICATION
 
The Allen Carter Mural Project was the first project of 
its scope for Spirit Square. It directly involved all 
departments and was truly a test of organizational 
communication. Looking at the entire project, the project was 
a great success. Press coverage of the project was favorable 
and continuous, hundreds of children were able to experience 
"Big AI" through the community murals, and Spirit Square now 
has a large exterior mural titled "Rich Man Feeding Poor Man" 
through the work of 15 "at-risk" adolescents. 
However, communications were at times misinterpreted 
and tested the staff's abilities. It is a credit to the staff 
that the entire project was judged tremendously successful. 
In first contacting Allen Carter before his arrival at 
Spirit Square, one person had sole contact with the artist. 
12ASC Grant Application, Allen "Big AI" Carter, 1991. 
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This proved problematic, as those who were actually 
coordinating Carter's activities and the surrounding outreach 
programs never had the chance to verify his expectations. 
Miscommunication resulted in Carter's expecting artistically 
talented "at-risk" adolescents for the Knight Gallery mural. 
Most of the students who participated had never painted 
before and did not understand directions that Carter issued. 
Therefore, Carter had to adjust his methods of teaching, and 
became frustrated from the confusion. Though praised as a 
"motivator," Carter at times had trouble relating to the 
students. By the end of the experience however, students and 
Carter were more at ease with each other and were pleased 
with the outcome of their mural. 
Education staff believed Carter would use the students' 
ideas and thoughts for the mural composition. However, Carter 
generally works so that the composition is his idea and the 
students simply "fill in" his work. Only artistically 
talented students are given the freedom to experiment with 
their own ideas. This particular working situation was not 
what the Education department was expecting, because they 
felt the creative process was a most important part of the 
project. A lesson in communication was definitely learned, 
but for the duration of the project the staff had to adjust 
to his practice. 
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The same situation in which student ideas were not used 
as the basis for the mural became a problem at one of the 
recreation center sites. The center director was concerned 
with the attitude of the chosen community artist who made all 
artistic decisions and left students with very little input. 
The center director had been told that the students would be 
involved in the entire process, including the creative 
beginning. The artist, however, had never been explicitly 
told of all the project's objectives which included the 
students being involved from the very first with their own 
ideas for mural composition. 
Spirit Square staff had to rectify the miscommunication 
by discussing the problem with the artist. By that time, 
however, the staff of the recreation center had formed an 
unfavorable opinion of the project. Many students dropped out 
of the project when they had nothing to contribute, and the 
artist himself began to show disinterest. Proper 
communication among all involved parties could have prevented 
this situation. 
Throughout this project, my challenge was to be able to 
listen to both sides of any situation and decipher what the 
real problem appeared to be. I was in close contact with 
Allen Carter, driving him to all sites for a visit, and spent 
most of the travel time listening to his concerns and 
frustrations. Being an intern, I had no real authority to 
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change a situation, but did have the responsibility to 
effectively communicate his needs to those in charge of the 
project. 
At recreation centers, where I was a representative of 
Spirit Square, I did have the responsibility to try and 
rectify any miscommunication. An example of this challenge 
appeared at Carter's first visit to a site. The site was just 
beginning to think of composition ideas and felt it was 
behind schedule. Carter assumed he was to offer the community 
artist suggestions on mural composition and insulted the 
artist when she misinterpreted his remarks. Carter did not 
fully understand that the community murals were left to the 
judgement of the artist and participants and made the site 
artist feel that her ideas were inappropriate. 
To help ease the tension, I first spoke with Carter and 
made it clear that the artist and participants were 
responsible for their mural and his role was that of the 
supporter. He was to encourage the participants' efforts, 
without stifling their creative ideas. 
My next goal was to address the artist's concerns and 
assure her that Spirit Square supported her ideas, believed 
the group was capable of producing an excellent mural 
reflecting the creativity of the participants, and apologize 
for any comments that may have seemed insulting. Upon 
returning to Spirit Square, I explained the incident to the 
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education staff and they spoke again with Carter and the 
artist to make sure all misunderstandings had been remedied. 
The artist invited Carter for a return visit and Carter did 
so, with more positive results. 
After the first site visit, it became a habit, while en 
route to a site, to brief Carter on the artist and 
participants. I explained what they were accomplishing and 
reiterated that his role was to support and encourage the 
students in their endeavors, assuring him that the 
participants were eager to meet "Big AI." All other visits 
ran smoothly. 
Communication problems presented themselves at all 
levels during this project. From staff miscommunication to 
artist/staff miscommunication and student/artist 
miscommunication, all people involved learned the value of 
properly expressing one's thoughts and expectations. 
In an after-project evaluation by Spirit Square staff, 
communication was the most frequently mentioned problem of 
the experience. All staff recognized that their ability to 
respond spontaneously to problems at-hand was the key to any 
successful project. 
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CHAPTER 4.
 
PROPOSED CHANGE
 
Proper, inclusive and continuous communication is a 
powerful tool in the success of an organization. Effective 
communication allows everyone to function better. People can 
fulfill their responsibilities when they are equipped with 
all the necessary facts. Without communication, staff are 
left to their own, often erroneous, conclusions. 
My recommendations for better communication on a Spirit 
Square project are: 
1.	 A detailed plan of action that lists tasks, 
staff responsible and a deadline for 
completion of tasks. 
2.	 A Project Team: a core of staff members 
dedicated to a particular project, its 
planning, implementation, and evaluation. 
3.	 A Project Manager: a single person who keeps 
the project as his priority and ensures that 
all staff complete their specific 
responsibilities as outlined. 
4.	 The artist should have an opportunity to talk 
and/or meet with any staff member that will 
have direct responsibility for any phase of the 
project. In this way, miscommunication by a 
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"middleman" can be avoided. 
5.	 All departments must be kept informed of 
any and all changes that conversations 
with proposed artist(s) generate. 
6.	 Frequent efficient meetings of those involved 
in a project are necessary to clarify staff and 
artist(s) expectations. 
7.	 A final project meeting should clearly cover 
all areas of the project. 
8.	 The artist(s) should have in writing, prior to 
the beginning of the project, a concise but 
thorough explanation of Spirit Square's project 
goals and expectations, how these goals will be 
implemented, and should notify the Center that 
he is in accordance with all proposed 
activities. 
9.	 A short orientation, by the project manager, 
upon the artist's arrival to Spirit Square 
presents another opportunity to clarify all 
activities and responsibilities and can prevent 
many miscommunications. 
Effective communication is not an easy task. The time 
it takes to communicate effectively however, can save the 
many hours necessary to appease frustrated or adamant 
artists, undo the affects of negative public relations, and 
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return a project to its goals and objectives. 
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CHAPTER 5.
 
EFFECTS OF INTERN ON ORGANIZATION
 
SHORT-TERM EFFECTS
 
The term of my internship fell at an opportune time for 
Spirit Square. The magnitude and scope of the Allen Carter 
Mural Project used all available full-time staff capable of 
dedicating three weeks to the project. The position of Site 
Coordinator was a full-time position that involved traveling 
to the sites daily as well as following through with any 
necessary problems or requests. Had I not been able to handle 
the responsibility of the position, Spirit Square would have 
been forced to hire an additional person for this project. 
My internship tenure also afforded the director of 
Community Resource Development staff support. With my help ln 
handling many of the daily administrative tasks, the director 
was free to pursue and plan future projects. Without such 
help, she does not have the opportunity for future projects 
but remains caught in the "administration trap." 
As many of the projects during my internship also 
heavily involved educational components, the Education 
Department came to rely on me as a capable additional staff 
member. At a time when the department was minus a staff 
member due to maternity leave, I assisted as necessary. 
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LONG TERM EFFECTS 
Following my time as an intern, the director of 
Community Resource Development had no money available to hire 
temporary help but the Vice President for Arts and Education 
offered to hire me on a full-time temporary basis. In this 
capacity, I continue to provide much needed support. 
My present responsibilities include research, bookkeeping, 
correspondence, grant reporting, and any other tasks that may 
arise. Originally hired for a month, the term expanded to 
almost three months and now looks promising for an additional 
two months. 
Although no monies were approved for additional 
permanent hiring, staff continues to find my assistance 
necessary and to look for additional capacities in which to 
hire me on a long-term basis. 
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BOARD RESPONSIBILITIES 
THE FOLLOWING ARE THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS OF SPIRIT SQUARE CENTER FOR THE ARTS: 
1.	 Establish the general policies that govern the 
operation of the organization. 
2.	 Develop a long-range plan for the organization, which 
includes: 
a.	 a clear and current statement of mission, and 
b.	 a regular opportunity to monitor the 
organization's progress in relationship to the 
plan. 
3.	 Select and hire the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of 
the organization. Encourage and support that 
individual. Evaluate the performance of the CEO on 
a regular basis and, when appropriate, replace that 
individual. 
4.	 Serve as legal custodian for all tangible assets. 
5.	 Accept full responsibility for the finances of the 
organization, inclUding: 
a.	 monitoring the annual operating budget 
b.	 handling the endowments and investments 
c.	 raising necessary gift income 
d.	 establishing policy regarding charges or 
payments (i.e. admission fees, dues, tuition, 
etc.) 
e.	 determining other sources of income 
6.	 Ensure that the organization achieves its stated 
objectives. 
7.	 Provide for the continuous self-evaluation and 
renewal of the Board itself. 
-7­
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DIRECTOR RESPONSIBILITIES 
THE FOLLOWING ARE THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF EACH MEMBER OF THE BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS OF SPIRIT SQUARE CENTER FOR THE ARTS: 
1.	 To understand the mission and to be strongly committed to the 
implementation of the mission and goals of the organization. 
2.	 To work to secure understanding and acceptance of the
 
organization.
 
3.	 To be knowledgeable about the organization's operation,
 
services, strengths and weaknesses.
 
4.	 To respect the work and authority of the Board. 
5.	 To be objective in evaluating the personnel, programs, and
 
policies of the organization.
 
6.	 To respect and defend the integrity of the organization from 
groups or individuals, either within or outside the 
organization, who attempt to compromise the values, ideals, 
goals, policies, or prerogatives of the organization. 
7.	 To bUdget time and plan ahead in order to attend the meetings 
of the Board and of the committees to which one is appointed. 
8.	 To accept and discharge specific responsibilities, either on 
committees or within the general framework of the Board. 
9.	 To contribute financially to the best of one's ability. 
10.	 To provide input to the organization. 
11.	 To be an effective communication link between the organization 
and the constituents which it serves. 
12.	 To recommend others who can serve on the Board and contribute 
to the organization. 
13.	 To suggest names of prospective donors and to solicit gift 
income. 
-8­
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14.	 To be constantly alert for opportunities to further the mission 
and goals of the organization. 
15.	 To candidly acknowledge one's inability to serve effectively 
because of personal or professional conflicts and surrender the 
seat to a person who can. 
16.	 To support the activities of the organization by one's 
attendance and/or participating in the programs. 
-9­
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TEN THINGS THAT YOU AS A DIRECTOR CAN DO
 
TO HELP SPIRIT SQUARE
 
1.	 Attendance:
 
Plan your schedule so that you can attend all Board
 
Meetings.
 
2.	 Expertise:
 
Be active on all least one Committee of the Board and
 
contribute your expertise.
 
3.	 Financial: 
Fulfill your Directorship obligation to Spirit Square with 
your participation in the annual Fund Drive and by 
attaining your financial objective. 
4.	 Support: 
Attend at least four performances each year and invite two 
potential donors or subscribers to attend each performance 
with you. 
5.	 Political:
 
Lobby the County Commissioners and city Councilmen on
 
behalf of Spirit Square.
 
6.	 Knowledge: 
Increase your knowledge of the operations of Spiri t Square 
and be well informed of current activities. Know the key 
staff members. 
7.	 Memberships:
 
Obtain ten new members for Spirit Square for 1992.
 
8.	 Employment: 
Distribute promotional literature at your work place. 
Encourage attendance at Spirit Square programs and 
participation in educational programs by those with whom 
you work and/or are associated. 
9.	 Promote: 
Promote Spirit Square Center for the Arts in the community. 
Arrange a function to introduce the new President to those 
in your neighborhood. 
10.	 opportunity: 
Create and/or be alert to opportunities that could enhance 
the mission and goals of Spirit Square. 
-10­
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SPIRIT SQUARE CENTER FOR THE ARTS 
FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMITTEES
 
OF
 
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
 
1991-92
 
1)	 THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: 
The Executive Committee is responsible for the facilities and 
for general supervision of the administration; for the 
management of the committees of the Board: and for conducting 
the day-to-day activities in absence of meetings of the full 
Board. 
2)	 THE DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE: 
The Development Committee is responsible for determining 
fund raising policies and procedures, cUltivating gift 
prospects, identifying sources of support, government and 
institutional grants, individual foundations, and corporate 
appeals. It is responsible for conducting the annual 
membership and fund drive. 
3)	 ADVOCACY AND OUTREACH COMMITTEE: 
The advocacy and Outreach Committee is responsible for 
establishing and maintaining good working relationships with 
local, state and national governmental agencies, the Arts and 
Science Council, the Performing Arts Center and other arts 
organizations. It is responsible for lobbying the City 
Council and County Commissioners and the Arts and Science 
Council. 
4)	 ARTISTIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE: 
The Artistic Advisory Committee is responsible for evaluating 
all existing programs of Spirit Square: for defining the 
community to be served: assessing the needs and interests of 
the Community; for developing programs to meet the needs of 
the community; for establishing policy and direction for the 
implementation of artistic programs. The Committee is 
responsible for communications and cooperative efforts between 
the Center and other art organizations. 
5)	 BOARD RESOURCES COMMITTEE: 
The Board Resources Committee is responsible for the 
identification, selection, recruitment, orientation, and 
education of Board members; self-evaluation of the Board, 
separating persons from the Board; recognizing Board service; 
and recommending to the Chairman of the Board nominees to 
present to the Board. The Committee is responsible for 
conducting the Annual Membership and Fund Drive with the Board 
of Directors. 
-14­
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6)	 EDUCATION COMMITTEE: 
Review and recommend those policies, strategies and programs 
that maximize the educational/learning resources of Spirit 
Square; that develop productive collaborations with other 
educational institutions - pUblic and private - in the greater 
Charlotte area; and that reach the widest spectrum of the 
pUblic - child and adult. 
7)	 FACILITIES COMMITTEE: 
The Facilities Committee is responsible for the real property 
(buildings and grounds) and the personal property of Spirit 
Square; for security; for plant operations and maintenance; 
for establishing policy and procedures for use and rental of 
space and equipment; for planning and evaluation of facility 
needs; and for construction and improvements. 
8)	 FINANCE COMMITTEE: 
The Finance Committee is responsible for development, 
evaluation, and monitoring of all budgets both operating and 
capital; for establishing accounting and administration 
policies and procedures; cost controls; audit; investments; 
insurance; for long-range financial planning and for ensuring 
adequate and efficient administration. 
9)	 HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE: 
The Human Resources Committee is responsible for personnel, 
policies and procedures; for ensuring equitable compensation 
for all employees; for evaluating employee benefits; for 
evaluating the costs of personnel and related benefits. 
10)	 LONG-RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE: 
The Long-Range Planning committee is responsible for the 
development of a long-range plan for Spirit Square; for the 
annual evaluation of that plan; for reporting to the Board its 
evaluation and for sUbmitting to the Board its recommendations 
for modification of the plan. The Committee is responsible 
for seeking the recommendation of the President, all Board 
committees, and staff deputy directors. 
11)	 MULTICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE: 
Responsible for exploring and implementing strategies to 
increase the interaction between Charlotte's growing 
multicultural 
Spirit Square. 
staff persons 
Education and 
committee. 
community and the resources and programs of 
In addition to Board and Guest members, four 
- representing Administration, visual Arts, 
community Resources - shall also serve on the 
-15­
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SPIRIT SQUARE CENTER FOR THE ARTS 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE STRUCTURE 
1991-92 
MEMBERSHIP: =E~X~O~F~F~I~C=I=O~: 
1) Chairman 1) President 
2) Chairman Elect 2) Administrative 
(First Vice Chairman) Assistant to 
3) Immediate Past Chairman President 
(Second Vice Chairman) 3) Vice President 
4) Vice Chairman of Admin. 
of Facilities and Long-Range Planning 
5) Vice Chairman of Advocacy and Outreach 
6) Vice Chairman, Board of Advisors 
7) Secretary 
8) Treasurer 
Each member of the Executive Committee will be responsible for 
coordinating the activities of the following committees of the 
Board: 
CHAIRMAN:
 
1) The Executive Committee
 
2) Human Resources Committee
 
CHAIRMAN ELECT: (First Vice Chairman)
 
1) Development Committee
 
IMMEDIATE PAST CHAIRMAN (Second Vice Chairman)
 
1) Board Resources Committee
 
VICE CHAIRMAN:
 
1) Advocacy and outreach Committee
 
2) Artistic Advisory Committee
 
3) Education Committee
 
VICE CHAIRMAN:
 
1) Facilities Committee
 
2) Long-Range Planning Committee
 
VICE CHAIRMAN:
 
1) Board of Advisors
 
SECRETARY: 
1. Communications committee 
TREASURER: 
1. Finance Committee 
-16­
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
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ARTS AND SCIENCE COUNCIL MULTIDISCIPLINARY PANEL
 
SUMMARY OF PANEL COMMENTS
 
MAY, 1992
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KJI1I'ID~ PANEL 
SUIImary of Panel Q::.iIm:nts
 
FY92-93 Basic ~t~ Grant Request
 
May, 1992
 
SPIRIT SOOARE 
*	 '!he panel reccqnizes that dealing witil major challen:;es wi.th PAC's 
~, Spirit Square's Board is to l::e cx:mnen::led. for their 
will~ to grawle with these rel c:hallen;es. '!he panel is 
hq:eful that program revisions, etc. will strerqthen this 
organization. 
*	 '!he panel conc:urre:l with Spirit Square's leadership that the 
organization Il'D..lSt rethink its mission ard establish prcgram 
priorities consistent with its mission. 'D1e panel also believes 
that a reorganization of staff or re.I deployment of staff may be 
required to address a:Irf restated mission. 
*	 'Ihe panel stronjly enccurages Spirit Square to strerqthen its arts 
education thrust as its priority prt:X'j"ram. Given the pla.nn.i.I"q 
c:urrently urx:lerway, the panel believes this can have a major, 
positive i.rrp3ct on the future ~ ard developrent of this 
organization. 
*	 '!he panel is concerned aboJt the financial status of Spirit 
Square. significant increases .in the controllable administrative 
CXlSts in:licate this organization is rnanagin:] its fiscal affairs not 
as resp:msibly as the a.rrrent econanic times would rrarrlate. 
*	 '!he panel felt that the organization nee:::ls to develop a lan;-ran;e 
fiscal plan which speaks to a rore realistic projected i.n::x:xre arrl 
expenses sufficient to SlIppJrt its p~ of priorities. 
~.23 
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"GO FORWARD REPORT"
 
Report of the Staff Retreat
 
March '13, 1992
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Square 
For The Arts 
:::t. '.: 232:2 
TO: SSCA Staff
 
FROM: Leslie paliyenkO,#
 
RE: "Go Forward" report 
Date: March 18, 1992 
Well, here it is ..... Thanks to Karen Thompson, all the 
discussions, ideas, strategies, observations etc. generated 
at last Friday's session have been documented. 
First, please look it over. Add any comments, observations, 
additions, deletions that you feel are necessary to validate 
our process. 
Second, prioritize our stated "achievements", listing them 
sequentially to be implemented over the next 10 year period. 
Begin with your first choice as "No. 1992" etc. 
PLEASE RETURN TO ME BY MONDAY, MARCH 23RD. I 
Thanks very much for your participation last Friday - once 
this document is prioritized, we can begin the strategic 
planning. 
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GO FORWARD RETREAT
 
Mar-ch 13, 1992
 
Dr-. R. Oakley Winter-s, Facilitator-

Thir-ty-five staff member-s attended the "Go For-war-d" r-etr-eat on 
Mar-ch 13th at the Radisson Plaza Hotel. Dr-. R. Oakley Winter-s, 
Dir-ector- of Continuing Education and Extension at UNCC was the 
facilitator for the day's activities. The staff member-s wer-e 
divided into five gr-oups and pr-esented with the following 
situation: 
It is ear-Iy autumn in the year 2001. Looking back over­
the twenty-five year history of Spirit Square, two 
distinct er-as seem to emer-ge. The er-a of childhood and 
adolescence extended from 1976 through 1990 and was 
mar-ked by spur-ts of gr-owth and a continuous str-uggle 
for identity. From 1991 until now, you've matur-ed into 
adulthood dur-ing a per-iod of scarce r-esour-ces and a 
r-ising public indiffer-ence to public expenditur-es for­
the ar-ts. Despite the har-dships and hear-tbr-eaks of the 
past decade, Spirit Squar-e has made a significant 
impact upon the quality of life in Char-lotte and the 
extended r-egion. 
1. What achievements dur-ing these past ten year-s make 
you most proud and why? 
2. What is Spir-it Squar-e's special niche within the 
ar-ts scene of 2001? 
The following list was compiled by Dr-. Winter-s and represents 
common themes found among the gr-oups' answer-s: 
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Dr. Winters then suggested an "audit" of Spirit Square by 
examining Spirit Square's special strengths and confessed 
weaknesses. The following lists, in random order, were generated 
from the discussion. 
Strengths:
 
A competent staff in one location
 
- Facilities 
Program diversity 
Responsiveness and adaptability of the programs and 
staff 
- Location in the uptown area 
Location in Charlotte, with regard to its economy and 
population as compared to other cities in the region 
- Community support 
- Professional reputation within the area and out of 
state 
Weaknesses I
 
Financial limitations
 
- Shifting foci, sometimes resulting in promises being 
unkept 
Staff turnover 
Poor communications among staff and within 
departments 
Understaffed 
Poor pay 
Lack of modern communications technology 
Board commitment 
Staff structure 
Marketing resources 
Facility (still some limitations) 
Customer-service, from the phone system to the 
parking lot policies 
Dr. Winters asked what opportunities exist that Spirit Square can 
take advantage of and the following opportunities were 
mentioned: 
Opportunities:
 
- Economic strength of the region
 
Numerous day-time neighbors 
- Region's growth and diversity of population 
- Good relationships with schools and art groups 
Good relationships with corporate and business 
partners 
Transitory school leadership 
- The lack of arts programs in schools, including 
institutions of hi~her learning 
Growing public awareness of the arts 
The potential linking of the arts to mental health 
and wellness/therapy programs 
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Afte~ discussing oppo~tunities, staff membe~s we~e asked to 
identify potential th~eats to Spi~it Squa~e. 
Th~eats 
- Competition f~om othe~ ente~tainment ~esou~ces and 
educational ~esou~ces 
Changing p~ivate habits 
Censo~ship and political "know-nothingism" 
Recession 
Dec~easing p~ivate and gove~nmental money 
Pe~ception of uptown as alien and dange~ous 
Loss of autonomy with ~ega~d to the ~elationship 
b&tween the A~ts & Science Council and Spi~it Squa~e 
Pe~ception of Spi~it Squa~e as somehow being elite 
and aloof 
Anti-tntellectualism 
Declining public inte~est in the a~ts 
Limited definitions of what "A~t" is 
Afte~ identifying st~engths and" weaknesses, as well as 
oppo~tunities and th~eats that face Spi~it Squa~e, the g~oup5 
we~e asked to b~ainsto~m fo~ ways that they indiVidually o~ 
collectively as Spi~it Squa~e staff could begin to ~ealize the 
"ten-yea~ achievements" compiled by D~. Winte~5. G~oups could 
add~ess one o~ mo~e of the achievements, as well as add 
achievements they felt we~e missing f~om D~. Winte~'s list. The 
Q~oups ~esponded as follows: 
Ways to Realize Achievements: 
G~oup #1: The T~endsette~s 
1.	 Linkages with A~ts O~ganizations 
- Reinstate the "Getting Sma~t" p~og~am 
- Expand the Suitcase Tou~s to include p~ivate schools 
- T~aveling exhibitions 
2.	 Incubato~ 
Continue g~owth of inte~nship p~og~ams 
C~eate public fo~ums fo~ "Hot" a~t issues 
-	 Continue Knight G. A~tist ~esidencies 
Expand studio ~esidencies 
3.	 Financial Autonomy 
- C~eate mo~e income p~oducing events and p~og~ams 
(i.e. A~ts Camps, dances, fai~s) 
Expand ~etail activities 
(concessions, gift shop, a~t sales) 
Encou~age mo~e facility ~entals 
4. 8oa~d Leade~ship 
-	 Rec~uit mo~e "a~tists" on boa~d 
(many g~ant dolla~s a~e only available to 
o~ganizations with a~tists on thei~ boa~ds) 
C~eate boa~d liaisons with eve~y depa~tment 
5.	 Niche 
"Cha~lotte's only home fo~ all the a~ts" 
Use the "7-11" app~oach; we'~e open and active at 
least 11 hou~s a day, seven days a week 
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Group #2: The Motivators 
1.	 Public Access 
Standardize operating hours 
All staff should accept responsibility for customer 
service 
Put "Today at Spirit Square" on VCR monitor and have 
it linked in to our new computer system 
2.	 Financial Autonomy 
Establish programming priorities with available 
resources to maximize cost savings 
Develop a plan for building endowment funds 
3.	 Board Leadership 
Develop a profile of existing board members 
Develop an ideal board member and composition profile 
to help the nominating committee with its tasks 
Establish a system or structure for staff input into 
board member selections 
Create a more meaningful board orientation, for 
example, a "Buddy" system 
Group #3: The Strategists 
1.	 Public Access 
see the anim~tion report for physical facility 
improvements that are being implemented 
Educate the staff because everyone is a Spirit Square 
spokesperson at work and in the community 
Target marketing in conjunction with specific program 
underwriting for those lower income individuals 
2. Incubator 
-	 Increase residencies to foster new interest 
Take full advantage of existing educational 
opportunities related to performances and 
exhibitions 
Group #3 felt that staff restructuring was one important 
component left off of Dr. Winter's compiled list. 
Group #4: The Innovators 
1.	 Public Access 
Earlier hours for the gift shop and galleries 
Improve the phone system and procedures (possibly 
with the addition of departmental phone numbers) 
Unlock the Tryon Street entrance 
Put Spirit Square's name on the building 
Job orientation and training for all staff 
Staff should promote events by attending events and 
bringing guests 
Recruit and train a committed corp of volunteers 
Provide tours/lectures on the exhibitions and 
facility either spontaneously as the need arise5 or 
on an hourly basis 
Bring Spirit Square performances to the public to 
promote upcoming events (i.e. Cleo Parker Robinson to 
the First Union Atrium) 
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Create "Brown Bag" or noon-time performances 
accessible for the daytime business population 
Each staff member could donate two hours per month to 
marketing activities (posting flyers, mailings, etc.) 
Staff members can distribute brochures and show the 
Spirit	 Square video to organizations or clubs that 
they belong to 
2.	 Board Leadership 
Orientation and training sessions for all members to 
cover their responsibilities, Spirit Square programs, 
activities, etc. 
Members should make a commitment to attend a number 
of Spirit Square events 
Understand board members' profiles and what interests 
them in the arts 
Group #5: The Risk Takers 
1.	 Public Access 
Improve knowledge of ethnic communities and develop 
tactics appropriate to reaching each community with 
program information 
2.	 Linkage with Arts Organizations 
Extend already developed temporary links into 
permanent links 
Create extensive linkages between Spirit Square 
assets and community assets 
Actively recruit art forms to meet multicultural 
mandate 
3.	 Board Leadership 
Introduce board to experts and models of exemplary 
board practice 
Position board members for success by placing them in 
situations where they can function with a positive 
impact within our organization 
Assign board members to specific departments or 
events so that they develop an understanding of the 
day to day operations of Spirit Square 
Increase staff interaction with the Board, for 
example a "Meet the Board and Staff" reception 
Develop an introduction program for new Board 
members 
Develop a board questionnaire to identify their 
interests 
Board member sponsorship of events 
4.	 Communication 
Improve staff meeting format by adding "focus time" 
to meetings for departmental reporting 
Increase productiveness of staff meeting time with 
smaller, breakout groups to focus on issues 
Long-range planning for multicultural and 
interdisciplinary events 
Solicitation of ideas from staff members (perhaps a 
!5ugf;jestion box> 
More teamwork, removal of territorial thinking 
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INDIVIDUAL GROUP RESPONSES
 
Ten-year achievements and niche
 
Group ~1 : The Trendsetters 
Achievements 
1.	 Spirit Square's Gallery Crawl becomes the hub of the 
weekly arts scene 
2.	 Artists of international acclaim trace their beginnings 
to experiences at Spirit Square 
3.	 The demand for cutting edge works has forced our "pop" 
season to our fourth venue now known as Spirit on the 
Square, formerly the.Performing Arts Center. 
4.	 Recognized nationally as a leader in arts education 
5.	 Spirit Square auxiliary groups have become the 
motivating force in the community for arts advocacy. 
6.	 Community support is to such a level that Spirit Square 
programming is not limited by available resources 
7.	 D~ily arts section in the newspaper due to leadership by 
Spirit Square. Spirit Square has become the Charlotte 
Hornets of the Arts to the community. 
Niche 
Spirit Square is warm and friendly - a regional place to 
find the unusual, unexpected, funky home for the arts and a 
catalyst for artistic debate. It includes a restaurant and 
coffeehouse. 
Group *2 I The Motivators 
Achievements 
1. More multicultural and interdisciplinary special events 
<i.e. Al Carter, Cleo Parker Robinson, Linda Kroff) 
2.	 Strong relationship with school system with Spirit Square 
as the magnet school supplement/resource. Every Student 
visits Spirit Square every year as part of the school 
curri cuI um. (They therefore grow up to become Spi ri t 
Square patrons.) 
3.	 Expanded hours to 7 days a week. Spirit Square has become 
the primary choice for activities. The staff has grown 
.nd restructured with a large volunteer corps. 
4.	 Arts incubator/trendsetter - New works involving the 
community and not just feeding the community 
5.	 Expanded outreach including traveling arts exhibitions 
And educational teams for public school art outreach 
Niche 
Spirit Square activities involve arts education as one of 
the key components to its programming and content. 
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G~oup #3: The St~ategists 
Achievements 
1.	 Still open, sufficiently staffed and equipped 
2.	 Recognized as a statewide a~ts education ~esou~ce, 
including ou~ own lib~a~y 
3.	 Established on-going se~ies of ~esidencies, wo~kshops, 
and showcases to develop ~egional and national a~tists 
4.	 Att~acted a visiona~y and committed boa~d 
5.	 Acqui~ed and integ~ated Jonathan's Restau~ant 
6.	 Relocated the gift shop to become the T~yon St~eet 
ent~ance 
7.	 On-going p~og~am of activities with schools in Cha~lotte­
Mecklenbu~g ~egion 
8.	 Developed p~og~ams ~esponsive to b~oad base and dive~se 
constituents 
9.	 Expanded educational oppo~tunities associated with 
pe~formances and exhibitions 
10.Facilitated development of new wo~ks 
11.Established inte~n and app~enticeship p~og~ams 
12.Funded endowment and stabilized system of on-going 
suppo~t 
Niche 
The only ~egional institution combining pe~fo~ming, visual 
and a~ts education th~ough development and utilization of 
~egional, national and inte~national talent. 
G~oup *4= The Innovato~s 
Achievements 
1.	 Spi~it Squa~e is alive with people mo~e of the time, both 
day and night pa~tly because of ou~ ~estau~ant, child 
ca~e facility fo~ p~og~am pa~ticipants, f~ee public 
performances and the addition of music in public places. 
2.	 Expanded p~og~amming in out~each, availability and level 
of activity 
3.	 Inc~eased impact on and place in the community 
4.	 Community awa~eness has significantly expanded. People 
know whe~e Spi~it Squa~e is and what p~og~ams it offe~s. 
5. Financial stability 
Niche 
Spi~it Squa~e is the place fo~ all ages to come and 
expe~ience the a~ts. It's a place whe~e people can be 
exp~essive and c~eative in a ~elaxed atmosphe~e and whe~e 
enjoyment and excellence a~e the standa~ds. 
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Group *5: The Risk Takers 
Achievements 
1.	 Three major multicultural, interdisciplinary festivals a 
year 
2.	 Education: 
-pivotal point in magnet school system 
-accredited internship program 
-training ground for artisans of all kinds 
-established summer environment for two month program 
for teachers 
-community	 outreach programs like Suitcase and 
musicians tours have made Spirit Square known 
throughout the Southeast 
3.	 Physical: 
-Spirit Square has established a user friendly 
ArtsBank with the Library that is the envy of other 
arts organizations 
-Spirit Square is known as a regional arts resource 
4.	 Marketing and Promotion: 
-high visibility and broad support 
-completely integrated, state of the art computer 
system 
5.	 Staff and Board: 
-culturally diverse reflecting multiculturalism of our 
focus
 
-staff size has doubled
 
6.	 Organized first bi-annual international symposium on 
creative expression 
7.	 Programming: 
-specifically multicultural to match our focus and 
interdisciplinary whenever possible 
-recognized	 as a leader in creating interdisciplinary 
multicultural programmlng 
8.	 Gift Shop: 
-prime multicultural gift shop reflecting Spirit 
Square's programming and multicultural influences 
Niche 
Spirit Square Center for the Art~ is the leader and prime 
exponent of multiculturalism on all levels including 
education, visual and performing arts, and community 
outreach. 
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-big ai' carter
 
an artist wtlo tears down ffirriers by putting up walls 
But there's nothing pretentious 
or self-conscious about the way Big 
AJ creates art. That's not what he's about, 
nor where he came from. As a kid growing 
up in the slwns of Arlington, Virginia, his 
early artistic urges were discouraged by his 
parents and others. "1 had my hands 
slapped by my folks many times for 
drawing, and my teachers thought I was 
crazy or bad, you know, always carving up 
desks. I'd sit in the alley by my house and 
if a paper bag came blowing by, I'd pick. it 
up and draw on it. I never had real artists' 
materials or been to a musewn until I was 
in high school, even though I lived only 
three miles from Washington, D.C., where 
all those great museums were." 
To Big AJ's high school teachers go 
the credit for encouraging him to pursue his 
dream. He later enrolled at the Columbus 
(Ohio) College of An and Design, and, 
with no scholarship ("It was too late to 
apply"), supported himself doing odd jobs, 
including ditch digging, to stay in school. 
ByJeaneJte Leardi 
Forty-four-year-<>Id African­
American artist Allen D. Carter is a "I've done it.all," he says 
study in paradox. For one thing, his ingenuously. "Sometimes it don't 
large, imposing physical build and work and I'll throw it out or take i 
gregarious, homey voice belie the apart and use it again in some oth, 
rarefied image many people have of a piece. But most of the time I 
successful contemporary artist. succeed. The most important thin; 
Rarefied he's not. He's matter-<>f-fact, is that [ never let it stop me. I just 
down-to-earth, and direct. Very for it!" 
direct. "Call me Big AJ." he'll tell you 
immediately upon introduction. "Go for it" is a favorite phras 
"Everybody does, and that's the way I of his, and with good reason. His 
like it." strong, intuitive instincts and high 
developed sense of technique givl 
He's direct about Olher things, Big AJ the freedom to experiment 
too. Such as the way he works: and stretch the ways in which art 
spontaneously, yet with a discerning, can inspire thought and feeling. T 
disciplined eye-another paradox. experimentation may result in a 
series of cartoon-like panels on a 
With the help of inspiring teachers, he 
learned a great deal about art history and 
technique, and even managed to shock. his 
teachers along the way with his no-holds­
barred approach to art. 
"One day I found some old Day-Glo 
paints in a trash can," he recalls, "My 
professor said, 'Throw those out. You can't 
use them in real painting. They won't 
work.' I said, 'Yeah, they will,' and he 
said, 'If you can make them work, you can 
do anything.' So I took him up on it. And I 
did it!" 
Even today, everything ranging from 
linoleum, asphalt shingles, tires, roofmg 
paint, and even dirt, to watercolors, oils, 
pastels, and ink serve as his artists' 
materials. His only criterion is that it 
"work" in whatever context he uses it: 
painting, sculpture, collage, assemblage, 
printtnaking, or anything else. 
very serious theme, or a realistic 
sketch depicting a dream, or a 
bright, colorful collage revealing the pail 
of sadness. 
The contrasts and contradictions are 
deliberate. The overwhelming message 
conveyed by his flexible, varied approac 
is that the elitist notions of art are barrier 
to be tom down so thaI people can know 
and appreciale the relevance of the creat 
impulse that's in us all. 
So committed is he to tearing down 
those barriers that his activities include, 
among other things, collaborating with 
urban youths in various cities to create 
public murals with posilive themes: pea( 
lileracy, drug education, community spi! 
"I was taught that if you have a tale 
if you know how to do something, you 
should pass it on to others," he explains. 
"An is a universal language. I want thes 
kids 10 gel enjoyment and refreshment 
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fonn art and to connect with it and with	 community groups to create murals at up to participation with the artist, dialogue and 
each other. I teach them how to work five Mecklenburg sites. involvement with people who have work, 
together; I give them a chance to put their with the artist, gallery visits to see the wo 
hands on something and see that they can "Having AI Carter here will be an in process, and finally, viewing of a 
'make a difference, no maner what they	 exciting time for Spirit Square because of collection of some of the artist's work. W 
decide to do in life."	 the interdisciplinary nature of the event," hope all of this in some way will positive 
says Susan Hewin, director of marketing affect our community's appreciation for 
Already Big AI has produced over 30 and public relations. "The visual arts and contemporary art." 
murals with kids in Washington, D.C.; education departments are working 
Kansas City; Raleigh; Roanoke; and together in a significant way to benefit the Big AI puts it another way: "One thil 
Winston-Salem, and in January he 'lJ come to whole community. It's a niche that Spirit I try to get people to do is slow down for 
Olarlone to wOfk with 7th-12th graders in Square wants to fill in a consistently greater one second and look around them. There' 
Spirit Square's Knight Gallery to create a way in the future," art everywhere: in the designs for Car5, fo 
mural thal will be permanently installed on the buildings, for shoes." That's the reason f( 
outside of the Spirit Square facility. "I'm very Concurrent to Big AI's visit at the arts the murals: to jolt people into a recognitic 
excited about it," he says. "( just love getting center will be a large exhibition of his own of their connection to art and its importan 
out there and being with the kids." works, so that the kids, workshop in their lives. In short, to tear down 
anendees, and the rest of the public can	 barriers-by puning up walls, 
The folks at Spirit Square are excited, have the opportunity to appreciate him for 
too. For Big AI's two-week visit will also the professional artist that he is. A paradox? Not to Big AI. 
include a workshop for Charlone­
Mecklenburg public school art teachers to Spirit Square Education Coordinator Jeanelle Leardi is a Charlolle writer 
teach them mural techniques, which they April Carder sums it up: "It's a and editor ofeducational materials for 
can then use in their schools. Anending the collaboration with the goal of bridging the children and adults. She is also the copy 
workshop, too, will be five selected local gap between an exhibiting artist and the editor ofSesame Street Maga:ine and 
artists, who will later work with public through several venues: direct Parents' Guide. 
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SPIRIT SQUARE CENTER FOR THE ARTS 
The "Big AI" Carter Experience Rolls Into 
Spirit Square January 17th 
"TIes ThaI BilMl" 
"Big AI" Carter hit, Spirit them how to work together; I Kansas City: Raleigh: Dickson Gallery 
Square January 17th to begin a give Ihem a chance to put their Roanoke: anLl Winston-Salem.
T1I'ough January I8 three-week residency, which hands on something and see and in Charlolle he'll work 
"Tic,' That Bind" include' wi II inc lude product ion of a that they can make a with 7th-12th graders in Spirit 
intag.lio, mixeLl media and mural with junior high and difference. no matter what Square's Knight Gallery 10 
texi by Terry Shupbach­ high school studenls from they decide to do in life," create a mural that will be 
Gordon anLl mixed meLlia University Park in the Knight As a kid growing up in the permanently in,talled on the 
,CUlrllUf<: by Rebecca Gallery, teachers workshop,. slums of Arlington. Virginia. outside of the Spiril Square 
Hutchin',)n, and several mural projects Caner's early anistic urges facility, ''I'm very excited 
within the Charlolle were discouraged by his aboul it." he says, "I just love 
"Arlin The Envl'onmenr community. culminating in an parents and others, His high gening out there and being 
Skyway GaDery exhibit of his with the kids," 
T1I'ougll JMulll'y 18 work at Spirit Big AI's 
Square, three-week visit The exhitllt features hand­
The will also include painted black anLl white 
overwhelming a workshop for rhotographs by Patrick 
message of Charlone­Keoug.h of Morehead Cil~_ 
Carter's work is MecklenburgN()f(h Carolma, 
that the elitist publ ic sc hool art 
notions of art are teachers to teach
"Paperscape" 
them mural barriers to beAlrlum and Loch Walker Gallery 
techniques.tom down so that T1I'ougb _ary 18 
which they can 
"Paper.scape" features kinetic 
people can know 
then use in Iheir 
sculplure by Charlotte-b;\>cLl 
and appreciate 
the relevance of schools. 
an LSi Susan Perry, Perry IS Anending the 
an instructor at Queen,s 
the creative 
impulse that's in workshop. 100. 
College and Cenlral us all. One way will be several 
Piedmont Community he does this is by local artists. who 
College, collaborating with urban school teachers encouraged will later work with 
youths in various cities to him to pursue his dream. community group' to create 
all hvlle 8luegrass Band aAd !he create public murals with however. and he later enrolled murals at up to five 
fairfield Folr positive themes: peace. at the Columbus (Ohio) Meck lenburg sites, 
friday. January 1D literacy. drug education. and College of Art and Design. Concurrent to Big AI's visit 
NCN8 Perlormanc8 Place community spirit. With the help of inspiring at the arts center will be a 
B:OOIlll "I was taught that if you teachers, he learned a great large exhibilion of his own 
have a talent, if you know how deal about art history and works. so thai the kids. Twp of Al11eril'a's prl'l11ier 
to do something, you should technique. and even managed workshop anendees. and the vOl'al groups, The Nash' i11e 
Bluegras' B:md anLl The pa" it on to others." he to shock his teachers along the rest of Ihe public can have the •
= 
"Big Ar' Correr IUACV (}I'C'- 5/""" .'i'll/iii"'" Klligl" Coll"'T 
in.lW/iWIT 
explains, "Art is a universal way with his no-holds-barred opportunity 10 appreciale him Fairlie'lLl Four, team up (,sr a i!: 
language, I want the,e kids to approach to art, for the professional artist that nil'ht of ,piritcLl gos[x:l l11u,ic c--..get enjoyment and refreshment Already Big AI has he j;. The exhibit opens and .... ()n~:-. rooled in Lr;h..JIIIPn. 
from art and 10 connect with it produced over 30 murals with January J I and run, through 
-
• 
and with each other. I teach kids in Washington. D,C: March 22 in the Knight Gallery = =­
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Dela i I of 
Bille TOile, 19lJI 
mixed mediil on wood 
55" x %" 
To read more aboul 
conlemporary African 
American arliSls: 
£lerry, Mary Frances and 
John £lIassingame. UI/1S 
MClllory: The Hlack Ex!'...,i­
fllCC ill America. New 
York: Oxford University 
Press, 1982. 
Bonlemps, Ama Alexander
 
and Jacqueline Fonvielle
 
Bonlemps. Forever Frce:
 
Art by Africall Alllericall
 
WOIIICII 1862-1980. Alexan­

dria, Virginia: Slephenson,
 
Inc., 1980.
 
Hammond, Leslie King 
Ritllal alld Mlfth: A Slln~'1{ 
of Afrimll AII;eri(all Art .. 
New York: The Sludio 
Museum in Harlem, 1982. 
Hammond, Leslie King. 
Harlelll Rellai~snll(c/Art 
Pf Illack All/aim. New Yllrk: 
Hilrry N. Abrilms, Inc., 1987. 
Rozelle, V. Robert, Alvia 
WarJlaw and MaurCC'1l A. 
McKenna, ed. Black Art/ 
AllceMral Legacy: The 
Africall [ml'll/se ill Afrimll' 
Americall Art. Dallas, The 
Dallas Museum of Arl, 
1989. 
Spirit Squ~r(' is support,.,j hy th<­
Arts and Sci,'nc(' Council Fund 
Driv(' and lh(' Grassroots Arts Pr0­
gram n( the North Carolina Arts 
Council, a stair agency. 
O/(5<'t lilholir~phy courl<'Sy o(
 
Washburn Graphics, Inc.
 
Design courte5ty o( hixson design 
lies 
)-­
j 
cess 
a IUIJf"p<JtT 
ITa and the 
Absorbing Influences from lhe streel end !he museum, Big AI Carter uses vivid Imagery and luscious bruShstrokes In "Blue Tone." 
GREAT,­
He isn't just
 
a visiting artist,
 
he's a
 
one-man event
 
lIy RICHARD MASCHAl. 
Vta.ual.-.n..WI ..... 
ook al the detailed schedule 
Spiril Square has pullogether lor 
BiB AI C.ner and you'd think Ihe 
p'~denl was coming fO lown. 
friday: The Frt."d~rick.sbura. 
Va., alflSl; arnves. Saturday' par­
HCI~It~S in a wurkshup 104'" 
leachers. Thursday: begins 
mural·painlinH 5es.sK>n wilh !oIU' 
dents. On lhe schedule g<>n for Ihree w""ks. leod' 
ing up 10 I clim... on Feb. 7 wilh Ihe opening 01 an 
exhibirion 01 his p.a1ntin~, drawings and lhe 
IInv~ihll.~ of lhe mural af Ih~ UVIO'Wll arl c~nl~r's 
Kni~hl Glsllery, 
The entry lor the ""XI day reads: "BIB A' Caner 
k:>aves Charlolte." Surely a ~f1IlIH falliart' WIll 
!,uulK1. 
SViri! Square's <k>Ire 10 gel Big AI around Ind 
Iqueezt:' ev~ry UUIlC"t' II can lrum hlscol\..Sllldt.-rcib~ 
1.,It·II' OtIKl p".......·IM.:t" 1.'\ 1l1 ...h:r."o.!lId~hk Fur "II 
urh~1\ arts ("l'Il't"f ~kIlIW. wlUt-r ctlk.ll~I".:~ ial-d 
"ay,; 10 plu~ 11110 ,he communlfY, Ihe 44·ynr-old 
~ 
··MI. Don Ifl !he Room" wiI be one 01 38 
won.s lhown a. Spirlt SquIIr•. 
Inlsl is I perlecl iiI. 
During his Ihr~ weeks, he'll do just.boul 
everything e.'lCfl>t play center lor the Horne-Is: 
help a group 01 s<:hoolchildren creale a murallhal 
will be permanenlly displayed al Spiril Square, 
work with teachers on communiry mural tech· 
ni4lle5 and participate in a panel discus.:>ion in 
..,dition 10 opening his show. 
His splashy artwork should draw an audienc". 
Moreover, Carler i.s an African-American artist 
who celebrates thallradilion. He comes at a lime 
when ans groups inc,easin~ly rdlse the hanner of 
"nntllll"ultUldh;,ITI," rellloYHl8 Iht:' hltnders thai 
limit culture to .. while. European product. 
"Spinl Square """ds I progrlm lhal draws lhe 
public, conuibu'es something 10 .he underSland' 
108 alllt and culture and also makes a direct can­
lnbuliolllO the community," said Ken Bloom. 
curalor 01 exhihillons.. ''Thl.S is Just Ihe thina." 
Bulthe hr>llhlll~ thai allr.cted Bloom 10 Big AI 
was h15 an. 
He saw il in the spring 01 1990 In Wmston·Salem 
when lhe Soulheaslern Cenler for Contemporary 
An showed "Nexl Generltion. Soulhern Black 
Ae:.Ihette," III exhibillealuring young Ahican· 
1'1.81. &$8 BIg Al/nul page 
• Inleresled In seeing Big AI's worl<? Splfll 
SQuar. Iflland5 to k....p him busy. Here's 
wher 10 yOu can calch up wllh him. Next P8118 
• In !hese economic hmea, putlln<,;j togelher AI 
Can",' s waf k In Charlolle called IOf some 
hnellCl&l magic, Here'. how Spifll Square elK! 
". Hext P8118 n 
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~aturday 
February 1, 1992 
Mural Magician
 
T. ORT£QA OAINES/SlOrr 
Big Al Carter came from Fredericksburg, Va., to Charlotte's all-purpose greeting to everyone he meels: "Same old Big 
Spirit Square to help a group of University Park School - AI." The mural, "Man Feeding Poor Man," will be unveiled 
students paint a billboard-size mural. Big AI brings his Thursday, and an exhibition of his paintings opens Friday at 
trademark energy, easy way of working with kids and the uptown art center. Story, Living/page 7C 
lrht Q:harlottt (Obsrrvrr 
Saturday 7CFebruary 1, 1992 
'Same old Big AI' spreads
 
his energy at Spirit Square
 
v _By RICHARD MASCHAL agement while working on a wad 01 
chewing gum.
 
pirit Square's Knight Gallery, "Ri~ht there, right there, / want that right
 
usually as white:walled and there '
 
formal as some tuxedoed gent, "Is that a clean brush? Yeah? Yeah'''
 
is wearing its work clothes. "Take that same tonality and run it right
 
Sheets of plastic cover the down."
 
floor. A jumble of paint buck· "Her., young lady, you've got a good
 
ets. stir sticks and brushes hand. '
 
creates a sticky obstacle "Big Al, talk to me, " hollers one of the
 
course. kids.
 
"Where's our music?" some­ "Yo!" snaps Big A/.
 
one yells. Someone else
 No doubt about it: The energy levelpunches up rapster undy Man jacked up several levels when Big AI
on the boom box and hip-hop flip fills the arrived at the uptown Charlotte arts center. 
air. Likely it will get higher yet through Friday A huge. billboard-size white panel tilts when, as pan of the monthly uptown
against a wall. On a scaffold next to it a half gallery crawl, Big AI does another of his Big AI Carterdozen University Park students, wearing expre.>sive paintings on a Knight Gallery instructs a plastic garbage bags as improvised artist wall. UniverSity Park smocks. paint carefully.
 
Prowling nearby - his gait rolling, his
 That same night, an exhibition of his student while 
eyes sharp - is Allen "Big AI" urter. the work. "Big AI urter. Prints. Drawings and working on a 
maestro of this rocking symphony. The Mural," opens at the Knight Gallery. And billboard-size 
Fredericksburg, Va., artist. wearing a blue mural at Spiritthe mural he's done with the University 
....ork shirt and pants under a paint-stained Square. 
apron, calls out instructions and encour- Please see Artist/next page T. ORTEGA QAJNU/S"" 
cr-. 
00 
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Artist
 
'Same old Big AI' 
spreads his energy 
From preceding page 
Park School students will be on 
Spirit Square's 7th Street wall for 
all to see. 
That's not all. Five murals are 
under way at community centers 
across the county, involving area 
artists and a diverse bunch includ­
ing a senior citizens group and an 
interracial group of teenagers. Big 
AI has dipped into those, too. 
"Same old Big AI," Big AI likes 
to say when he meets people. 
That's saying a lot. 
The 44-year-old artist is an ~xpo­
nent of the community mural 
movement, an American phenom­
enon where artists and sometimes 
ordinary citizens create art and put 
it in public places such as walls 
and billboards. 
Before coming to Charlolle, Big 
AI did such works in Washington, 
Winston-Salem and Raleigh. 
The Spirit Square mural is typical 
of his expressive figurative style 
.and social concerns. Called "Man 
F~ding Poor Man," it shows one 
man extending a bowl of food to 
another, while still another bows 
in prayer. 
Big AI outlined the figures in his 
trademark heavy black lines. The 
students, who have never done an 
art project like this, fill in the areas 
with patches of color under his 
direction. 
In the process, they learn about 
how colors go together, how to 
make a smooth line, how to sug­
gest shadow on a flat surface ­
even the right way to climb on and 
off a scaffold. 
Where to catch Big AI
 
While in Charlotte, Big AI 
Carter will participate In sev­
eral free, public events. 
On Wednesday, he'll partici­
pate in a panel discussion on 
"Public Murals Through 
Community Involvement" at 
the Afro-American Cultural 
Center, 401 N. Myers S1. 
(near 7th and McDowell 
streets), at 7:30 p.m. The 
program also features 
James Biggers, Deborah 
Eagle, Ruth Ava Lyons and 
Tommie Robinson. 
On Friday, he will attend an 
A born teacher, Big AI - 6 foot 
3 and 3 I 0 pounds - loves work­
ing with kids. 
'" want these kids to get enjoy­
ment and refreshment from art and 
to connect with it and with each 
other," he says. "'teach them how 
to work together. I give them a 
chance to put their hands on 
something and see that they can 
make a difference, no matter what 
they decide to do in life." 
He is no pushover. "If they mess 
up, they're out of here," he says. '" 
want kids that will work." Clearly, 
he knows how to get the best out 
of them. 
"He's pretty cool," says a 14­
year-old in a yellow sweatshirt. 
"He jokes around with us a lot, but 
we still get our work done." 
For Big AI, teaching is passing 
on what he was given. "I Jove my 
teachers," he says. "Without them 
I wouldn't be here." 
He grew up in Washington, 
drawing constantly. When he got 
to the Columbus School of Art and 
Design in Columbus, Ohio, and 
couldn't afford materials, he 
opening reception for an 
exhibition of his work at 
Spirit Square's Knight Gal­
lery and will paint another 
work in the gallery during the 
6-8 p.m. gallery crawl. 
The exhibition of Carter's 
paintings, draWings and 
mural will be at the Knight 
Gallery in Spirit Square, 345 
N. College St., through 
March 21. Hours are noon-6 
p.m. Tuesday-Saturday. 
Details: 372-9664, 9 a.m.-5 
p.m. weekdays. 
-	 Richard Maschal 
painted on a tray - even tore up a 
chair to make art, much to the 
distress of his landlord. 
One of the paintings in the 
Knight Gallery show has in it 
shingles and roofing glue. When 
Big AI is working, he'll use what­
ever is at hand. 
That's the other thing about him. 
He's always making art. He carries 
a sketchbook and works on it 
while eating. He's spent every free 
moment' in Spirit Square's print 
studio pulling lithographs. ''I'll 
wear (the place) out," he vows. 
He can't help himself. For Big 
AI, making art is like breathing: 
something he does to live. 
"The more you do it, the better 
you get," says Big AI. "I'm still 
learning by doing. I'll never stop." 
Coming Sunday: 
•	 Big AI Carter visits children in 
Davidson. In Mecklenburg 
Neighbors, in home-delivered 
copies of The OlJserver in 
Mecklenburg County. 
I 
MECKLENBURG NEIGHBORS Sunday, February 2,1992 * * B 
, 
'Big AI' helps students create mural in Davidson
 
-
By PAT BORDEN GUBBINS 
Sa" Wrh... 
Tuesday aft~rnoon at the Davi~. 
son Comm~nrty Center w~ dedi' 
cated to BI~. AI, the artlst'ln-res~. denc~ at Spmt ?<Juare. 
Waiting for hIm were three com· 
pleted panels for an o~tdoor 
mural, part of a communrty art 
project sp?nsored by SPirit Square. 
Also waiting w~re about 45 stu­
dents from Davidson Ele~entary 
School. They are. creating the 
mural under the g~ldanc~ of Jerry 
Lee. Kirk. the artist assigned by 
SPirit Square to work o~ the pro­
ject on a day-to-day basiS: . 
The smell of paint hung In the ~Ir 
of ~he gyn:, which buzzed with 
eXCited VOICes as the stud~nts 
taking part in t~e program walled 
for Big AI to arnve., 
Along the gym wall, they d hung 
~ long, colorful ba~ner, saying 
·WELC<?ME, B!~ AU 
Allen BI.g AI Carter was sche~-
uled t? arnve at 3 p.m. He dldn.t 
make It untd 4. 10 p.-m., butt.he walt 
dl~, nO,t diminish hl~ reception. 
He ~. a ~reat big ~.uJ:' full of 
energy. said Kirk. Kids love 
him:" 
Big AI wore blue wo~k pants, a 
splotch of yellow pamt at the 
"om. of one leg. He had altered r 
~1.r~tf'1 1fJJJmll~ f~;l~:T -----_...:::w 
~ 
Community artists, kids should finish work this week 
Can Be _ An Artist." 
The students held up signs to 
greet the massive 44-year·old artist 
murals. Davidson is the only one of 
Mecklenburg's six small towns 
involved i~ the proi~ct and the 
work should be finished this week, ~he said. The mural will then go on 
display at Davidson. Colleg~, Town 
with the deep, infectious chuckle. 
One sign made by fifth·grade 
only location 
door mural. 
producing an out- Hall and at The Pines retirement 
center. 
Davidson Elementary student Beth The students have been working The project has become a po~u· 
Gardner. was an over·sized greet­
ing card. 
On the outside. it said, "I 
for several weeks from '3 to 5 p.m. 
each afternoon ~n .the· p~oje~t. 
They began by painting their pIC­
lar topic around town, she said. 
Insp.ired b~ an afternoon of 
Carter s teaching, the ~tudents are 
couldn't find a card ... " tures on sheets of paper. Next, Kirk expressing how they view society, 
On the inside, it continued, " . . . used an overhead projector to help Leonard Silld. . 
big enough to suit you. So I made 
one. Welcome. Big AI!" . 
them transfer their images to 
large wooden pan~ls. the __T__h_ree_o_f__fo_u_r_d_o_o_r_.s_lz_e_d_p_a_ne_l_s ,­
Sheena Goldstein, who IS Other communrty murals are 
"almost 8," and her 10-year-old being created at Albemarle Road 
sister, Rachel, both wore pint-size Recreation Center. Hawthorne 
painter's caps. Asked how they Recreation Center, Naomi Drenan 
liked the project, they chorused, Recreation Center and Tuckasee­
"It's been fun." gee Recreation Center, all in Char-
Big AI's job, during his three lotte. 
weeks as artist-in-residence at "We felt like Davidson was 
Spirit Square. includes working picked because of the (community 
with young people in urban c~n- center) location.. wher~ children 
ters to create public murals With 
positive themes _ peace, litera~y, could leave their draWings for a du~ation of three. weeks. and our 
drug education and communrty being able to pull together the 
spirit. . v?lunteers," said Karen Leonard, 
Davidson is one of five locations director of the DaVidson Park and 
in the county where Carter is Recreation Department. 
working with community artists 
and school children to create the 
Work on the Davidson mural 
began the week of Jan. 13. The 
I 
are finished, and the images begin 
with dinosaurs and - so far ­
end with Davidson football play· 
ers. 
Cory Coombs, 13, said he thinks 
the mural represents "the evolu· 
tion of man." 
Of Big AI's work, he said, "He 
really likes weird stuff. He likes to 
go wild with his painting." 
- Mecklenburg Neighbors intern 
Stephanie Closer contributed to this 
article. 
_ 
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June 19, 1992 Charlotte'. Weekly Moto7.ine Of Insight ."'/ Fine LAvine 
THE ArrACK OF / 
THE KILLER CLICHE 
kniYeS we 00 Ion!-'U jw;t arnujn~ {~ inBy Tucker Mitchell 
ane Amazing Gin:\u Knifc") tht'y at('Is Charlotte as goodas LOfTdoll.PAll AlIdi.P
Y llOW••. -v.brkI-O... Gi"", kniYe''''::='~f;lo(ttw;~ Thi" ill. quilt. rcl'll. (Ot il flul" theA CifTsll kl/ife.P111s1 whal does theI.WI ...I lntt.n;l!h1 TV. Girt.'U in the- MrM' k-n,ut '" ilh ~Vf"f<ll I. c"",,", if lop\. if .J~ airfine.'l, • hued cholin. ill ~ l-..e hu.ul')' if <1m. " rnake ""'"<k<­ 'We. 'phrase meal/,? cor... ond. uh. 0wI0ne. luI Julienne Fries. juol like You moy ho~ m~ .be oIT"lC~ I'"'" 
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All this talk ofa world~lass O1arlotte is grating on many ears
 
Continued From P_Ie: I 
cr.... city. or. """" CXlmlClly pcrhapo. an 
o.<piring world<lass city. This is sugesl<d 
fairly onen by elecIed official. debaUn, 
Woes and f8Cd5 of local lOCiely and 15 
rqxx1<d rqular1y by m<dia co...mn, the 
same , ... .and 50. while It'l a little damp 
-COVER­
"""ide now, some raj worIcH:lau wall>­
er i, on !he way. Bob7). 
Nothing wrong wifh tNl ..ccpt. per­
hap<. thal lhe term, .. =dy bMcflCd 
oboul, is just a linJe - how IlW1 _ say 
this - ....... And .. such, III<nds 10 be a 
lillie 0VCI'd0nc. Sica the ...... m)'*riou.<­
Iy came inlO "'S"" heR ~ yon ago 
(neilher the Chamber of Commen:e not 
!he Convention and VISiIOn IkII'Cau nor 
r 
.>;t .•• 
..:.. Rfdurrd ¥In.-I, 
Mar-ofCIuJrlem 
.' ".;":' .... .~: :."j 
""yon< el'!e wiD lake credil for ~). it has 
de",,1opcd into a broad adja:ti"" desaib­
in, ,he lofty pis of allTlO5l any enlity. 
We ha"" worId-cIass IIChools. bonks. ...... 
neues. can. buildina' and leadership.
And when _ 10 hom< • nighl then: .." 
worIcH:.... ,w:iJ/."''''d\, m1mainrnenc. 
alh\die>. orcheslras and am C<n""'­
All of this is I*'ked in,o ''\he worid­
class city,~ w!lidI, when repealed ",,,,,,,", 
hundred times, can gTIlIe on our worid­
class can. And apporcnIly it has. s.-.J 
Ieltcn-I<Hhe-edi,or IUlhon Ind al last 
on< talk-show calla ha"" complained in 
r=nI wooeb oboul!he proIir.nrion of the 
.....c.~ plnoc. And. a UPtkr poll 01 .... 
domJy ~ city Ieadcn from ..nom 
d10ctplines _ up overwhelmina sup­
pan for the noOon thai "Uld-d_ is on< 
hone !NIl'. bcin& ridden 100 much. 
No<io<wBri Pn:aid<nl and CEO Hue!' 
M,Co1l uys, "We overuse rhe lerm 
'''Uld.<:t"",' 10 the poinl !NIl It lacks eLY· 
Iry or meaning .. a 51and:Ird for otr city.-
Adck Dr. John Murphy, !he supcrinl<n­
dent of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg 
Schools: "The term 11 in dan,er or 
ovnu~ b«arse in 10 many cates it has 
hid no ddininon." 
The problem with "worlcl-dass.~ as city 
Iead<n ..,., ~. is Ihal if is undelined. and ~ 
is !he sort oIlCfT11 besl approcd from with­
ed. as oppo«d 10 wilhin. 
Dr. Billy Wireman. Quttn, College', 
~ SOlJI', ~ from 0lIw:n - cilha­
publicaliom or indiWluala - has a moe:< 
IUIhmlic ms I!wI odt'"""IfIlUIaIi-
Or, .. Dr. }oe Golden or SpIril s.,u­
put< It: '"When ciy;c Ie:>dcn from K""". 
Bern. ~as or VIadIVDSIOk. start arriv. 
Ing 10 learn 'how you did it.' "'" can 5lIrt 
"",ning up the nag.~ 
"~. 
-.nstead of aJplrlullo M 
So fur, the visiring delcpliom arriving 
• Our1oltdDoopa. h~"",ionoI Aiqlon 
,a woOd-clasa airport, hove been few 
and f. between - unliU local m~ 
10 "Uld-claD. 8ullhe pInse. and ""'" 
questions ari'ing from it. .." \'eI}' much 
withUl.. ". 
For in1oi8~. ju~ 1If1\G1t in t~ wOffd 
docsk mean7 
The IUndom Hou« unallridg<d di<1io­
na,." ddinu world-<I.!i~ as "'r.lnkin~ 
among the world', best." Th.... a delini­
lion embraced by se~rJl cily lewr~ 
polled, Includina Dr. WII'ClNn who Illy' 
_he pre(eu lhe word Io&prermineot"e­
becaJoe ~ is Iesa confusin&. 
'Th«c'1 a MlI1d oIlnJlh in ""',. Few 
would "sue with ""'"""'" wishing 0..­
Ion<: 10 be among lhe "Uld', l>c>I cilies or 
Continued On F.cin~ P.~c 
'world clan,' "d ralhrr Ihal 
we !Imply aim 10 ~ Ihe bert. 
10 M Mllrr than 01U' 
com~lItJo ... • 
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Would you put G-tarlotte in a class vvith the world's great cities? 
Continued From Fuin£: Pile 
lO be a good city 01' e>en a grear city. But 
.ho,'s JlOI whal people around here uy. 
ll>ey say'"",, want to be waid-da.... 
I..s tn:ndy. and it Il::n • n~ ring to il, 
but when you Lt-row wonIs like "'wOOd"" 
and "eI""," about the _in, become< 
more than jus< "good," 01' "nice." 1h<re is 
a 'endency to ...... thinkin,..oo.. Europe 
and In urge develop. 10 re·route Ihe 
Catawba 'hrough Uptown and pernaP' 
lIvow up a few c,",,1e:! along th< way. 
Says Mr. McColl, "'Wt. need ~lIer 
roads. BUI we don'l need 'wood-class' 
roads, which. '" me, ~ the _<>­
bohn in Germany." 
Indeed. th< though! of O1arione m..... 
...'duing along th< new ~ bel, • 200 
kilomc1:en an how is JTlOf"e INn jmt • lin.)r 
5Car)'. And if you think WI' rood netwOOt 
is cruy now, just imagint: wtIIIl 50mClCJne 
from .he Rome DOT cnuld do with a few 
S1T1l1egically placed palauos and !rafflC 
cirt)rs. The ~trecl n.~unes would changt. 
every 200 (COl, and the lTaffic )arm M>U1d 
b'Uly be. well, wor\d-cl.K'. 
"World-<Iusing" tl (011 no! i... tTln!-­
formed it>elf inlO a ...-t!) produces .".,., 
inleraring vj~iocl\ in othn wras ., weft 
Hen. ..., some pa«ibili,ies: 
Sports 
~'~ oJmody gal the Homett and th< 
MnaI Faa, and ,,",,Iy "" Nfl. IleOm is just 
.-ound the corner, Bur true world-class 
dtles ....n·' """"ured by coI~ games 01' 
how many A~c"n prOf6Sional ftan­
chises th.y coll«1. Instead, lhey ho'l 
eVent, of • grander. more old-world 
....Ime. Mayor Richard Vint()O(, who by 
Ihe ",ay ,ays he "generally Ihinks of 
'wor!d<!ass' with reprd 10 the alhlel.. 
who ~ a certain 1e~1 of suct:esS," is 
on I~ right track wirh his Initiali ...e to 
bring In Olympk event to C'harlorte in 
1996. Bet'er would be 10 SlaI the ",hole 
thing away &om All...... buI barring tIw. 
Owlone could in"'~li~e obtaining an 
English 'OCCel' franchi<e ("Today's game: 
Tonenhilm al CharlorreJ. elevatin, the 
U.S. Clay Coun, Champion,hip 10 a 
Grand Slam event or peffiops holding a 
Grand Prix. 
JUSI the thougho of Formula One r.lCen 
l>arT<ling down College SUed then rum­
ing right for a da'h 1"''' Earle Village 
("Chri!-. (our more Pouches have just 
entered ,he 0ICe"'l makes the hart bcaI 
faster. 
11w Am - Although current 1qfU1. 
tions call for up to I pottnI of th< lOIaJ 
eXpmdilU'" on any pu\llic bui'lling 10 be 
"!,,,nl on puhlic art, eval io a Jail. 0-­
~', commitment In this OIU probably 
i5n'l ...orld<lass enough. Even with the 
new BlummlhaJ Cenler, th< city is sha1 
on Grand Opera Halls. and theR is a 
decided lack of internationally known 
Iolaing troupes .. wdl. 
Also, our art ,alleri.. are pathetic. 
Wort on a "Louv...<I..." (1)<11., than 
~<\r.s" bccau.. i' is more opeciflC) 
faeilily should begin immedi.olely. Tnc 
bum<d-oul ~ chun:tl on 'Tryon 
Strut. with hs wOfId-clus uonewOtt.. 
olfen an excellen' exterior (acade but !he 
old convmtion cenler would t>e more '1»­
ciou,. or COUf>e. an:hit~lIy. it lock..< a 
certain SOfTlelhing. being ~ ~ it is in 
the ne<>-p05'·modentiSlic Egypllan ,tyle, 
compIeIe with geOOesic p)'TIfllids IlII 101> 
Renovation. perllaps u.,ing a 5IMI1 nuea 
device, M>U1d prubably be necessary. 
Crime 
0wI0ne police and llIher law enfOlO>­
menr agencies report lnal Jamaicans. 
CoIoml>iam. Pueno Ricans. Nigerian.< on<! 
Erhiopil:ns are .11 in ...olved in .... rious 
"'!"'CIS of drug'!rafflC\ing in lhe city. If 
_ could just got some Europeans (maybe 
from Sicily) and some Asiam involved. 
local crime would be very international. 
which i.~ cntainly I s~p in the dire<:1KJn of 
wor1d-<Ir-s. Perhaps ~ taX inc%ntives 
could help Iun: !hem hen. 
On th< law enforttmenl !<ide. a simple 
Aep would be 10 ,wi1ch the curmII police 
siren.' for !he "'-I European ,tyle lhal 
you always he.- in mo.nes: ee-<JhlWl. e<­
oN\. WelL oomethinz like tNI. An 11Iler· 
pol branch M>U1d be a nio< addition, too. 
Buslne.. and IndUstry 
Charione can be proud of Its In-.. 
tIonal OIandin, .. a financial ceoler bul 
oornelIrfn, IlIUSl be done 10 Ih<n up our 
Indulb'lal baJe If .e·... JOio, 10 be a 
~~," busine<o Iocolion. 
If Duk<: Power would allow th< e::wne 
or the Clllawba to be changed and our 
.....~ffectj~ legislative deleplKln could 
Jd a 200-mile channel <lullO th< COllS~ a 
11~ly port Irol could t>e <=>led jusl w<.<l 
of downtown. Sea trln,pan could m<:<h 
wim the ~.~ ~;lhIL\hr..~ trucking inUtlv 
try 10 form a world<l... nosponalKln 
megacenler. Tnc pan would lu... olher 
heavy indu<try hen. Ptrha~ .. oil ",fin­
t:ty could be huih in the l'yvola Rood area. 
Then. in ~ 01' H yeai'. when II fen ;...., 
diuepair. lhe city could rebuild it a~ a 
quaint shopptng and enfn1ainnl('nc 1re'8. 
ll>ey could coli il Otyl'on 01' !'IJnFair, or 
some'hing. Probably wouldn', COSl 11>­
P"Y<" more lIw1 a couple hundrnd billi"n 
by chen. 
Residential Real Estate 
Morrocrofl ....., a noble anemp', bul 
there really i""1 enough ''boronial<Ia.''" 
hou~in8 in .he are•. En.lrely too much 
land has ber'n laken up in an anempt to 
live lhe middle Cht.\.1; a tasle or "nta1e­
class" living. Fufure planning ded.• ioftJ 
.nook! be mode "'ilh an eye toward pro­
... idinl lhem wilh -elequale, hi,h·riw: 
~ __ Up'''''''' while providing more 
room for oquiring in !he hinlerlandl. 
Such • plan would ha~ th< oddirional 
benefll of reducing con,e&lion"", lhe 
lutobahns. The UpCOWR .p.nmen, 
dwellm oouId 1lIaIk ""'= th<y needed 10 
I" 01' perI>apo ride a bicycle. which could 
ll'nd a-Iocte son of a Han, KOftI elfeet. 
Very i........ionaJ. Or _ could do IhaI 
....n lhing everyone laiD about. Bill If 
you'", going lO ha~ rail in a world<lao3 
dry then make sure it·s world-class rail. 
NOIhin, shan or France·. Tru Gnnd 
ViIeS3e. ultra·"."... 5p«d Ii.. would do. 
Commu'ers could do the Rock Hill· 
Uplown run in 5 minut<5- The! th<y could 
lake a bus bact lO """" from Do".,., 
Sorry. A' 200 mph rho!'s aboul .. JO<lIl as 
lhey could Jel ;1 stopped. But if we'", 
goine '" be worId-cl= everyone is pnJ 
10 ha~ '" sacrifice a linle. 
Education 
To 0.-. Murphy's """'i~ he hn5 actually 
wre:oled ...il!l th< problem of "world­
<Wo" nomaoc...... thaI_ "'"- upon 
him 1lIhen he.n~ in O>orIone and has 
aIIO'npted '" define: what it mi£.hl man in 
public """""u.,.. His "wor\d<I",," pand 
didn', include inoanOIiooaI educorion 
lumlnanec.. but ill wa", rnny ~i-w: 
of _ the Uniled Slates has lO olfa. 
, felllhal ilwasirrq:or1Olnl b .... .,m'" 
definition ., """ """ if we it'dred WW'I<d 
WI' """"", to romp<.,e with ,""'" world­
wid< 5)'5I<m.< "'" an: ru-ning CUI the ""'" 
l!dvonced ~"says 0.- MlIflhy. 
Whdher Owlol'e will cullon 10 Etro­
pe3l>-SlyIe IJad< school' and longer school 
day> and yean remains 10 be """'- hut in 
one aru. .. kasc world-elass ha.s 5Onl(' 
meaning. 
In th< wOOd of higher edUC:llKln. Ow­
lone is .h-ancins. hut Ltrn: ~ • ways 10 
go. A merger of Qucem College and the 
University of Nmh Carolina _ Cl\ar\one 
- doul1l ....' a lhnrny problem - 1lIOU1d 
be • ~ib~ Step roward.'" w.e. uature. 
Call1hr wl.* thing Qoccn< hut d,:"ignJle 
!he MY<" Pan ~pu.' as th< "OIde C0l­
Iege..' II would be a greal mar\elin, I0OI 
and would lend the whole ende.vor a 
world<la.<s .... 
An this should not be COI\SlfUed '" an 
all-ool (world-<lass'!) _Ifact. on locOilI 
worId-cl.K"",- As Duke Power CEO Bill 
Ltt II}". iWor1d c.....) reminds US !hal 
OW cumpetition i5 global." 
Add, 0.-. Golden. "(World elas.s i,) a 
SlimulalOl'... a noble goaI.- . 
And, all the hype and cliches ..ide. 
then: is every ..-moo 10 believe O>arlone 
can ClII illn the wOOd<1ass I'«ld. ThaI', 
becauoe, .. Dr. Wi",man noIe<. "All the 
elemenls an here: Busin~ leackf!ohip 
and acumen. roll eun.<cience. Slmll"h 0( 
ctu'ches~ a a-ruin ~ of cultur­
al heritage: an increa.,ingly di"""" f'OI"J' 
l.tKln; a "Pin' of gtne""ily and voltm­
-urn: a puwing in,enuoIionaI ~. 
and. of """""'. geography and locaIion ­
an a>mbined with a licIaminatKln lO be a 
spcciaI COImU1ity willl soW which ~ 
abOUI all of irs cirizrns.• 
WhaI', mon:, Chorlone is alrady rtC­
ognized as a world< I.... Ct'IlIet in _ ""'" 
one "'lard. On ..,."" of th< _i.semenc 
for !he 011__, "WorId-Class Ginsu" !he 
_ for mail-in onIm 1& a post oIfic., 
boxiaOw...... 
WelL ""'= did )'011 thint it would be~ 
GoolonIa1 • 
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With the opening of the new Performing Arts Center and the new Convention Center,
 
Uptown Charlotte will have its best (and perhaps last) chance to create a truly world-class center­

a vital urban core which attracts visitors not only because of
 
its financial muscle, tall buildings and easy accessibility, but even more for
 
its gracious public environment and its active and attractive civic institutions.
 
A Proposal for Uptown Charlotte by Ernest Hutton, City Planner and Urban Designer 
The greater Charlotte-Mecklenberg region has no 
lack of places to go or events to allend. Sports buffs 
can find a coliseum or stadium containing almost 
any event imaginable, from a college basketball 
tournament to a monster truck big-wheel demolition 
derby. With the new Carowinds and Blockbuster 
megapavilions, tens of thousands of entertainment­
hungry fans can deafen themselves with decibels 
and blind themselves with lasers-- or even sellie 
back for a laid-back evening of folk music on the 
lawn. Those in search of more pastoral pleasures 
can bike, hike or canoe to their heart's content in 
nearby state, county and city parks, rivers, and 
lakes. Aesthetic experiences, from Egyptian jewelry 
exhibits to toga parties, can be found in locations 
ranging from the Mint Museum to various area 
colleges or universities. And as we know, the 
Uptown area boasts the most art, exhibit, and 
theatrical events in the entire area. 
But where is Charlolle's civic heart, its central urban 
"gatheri ng place,M that allracts spontaneous activity 
and repeat visits-- the sort of place to go when you 
don't know where to go, to find something interest­
ing to do when you don't know what to do? 
Ernie Hutton, trained as an architect and planner, is 
a principal of Buckhurst Fish Hutton Katz Inc. He 
has coordinated downtown plans, arts! commercial 
mixed-use developments or cultural district strategies 
in cities such as Pittsburgh, New York, Knoxville and 
. Kansas City; in 1986, he prepared for the Charlotte 
Uptown Development Corporation proposals for 
office, performing arts, hotel and convention center 
development. This article describes conclusions of 
his current Charlotte Cultural District study, prepared 
in conjunction with Spirit Square, the Arts and 
Science Council, and a variety of enthusiastic 
Uptown public, private, and civic participants.. 
INI1 ...... IIAIu. 17 
----------------------
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One of Charlotte's biggest current problems is that it 
has no such common and informal district, no such 
low-rise, people-filled, active and attractive section 
of the city like Washington's Georgetown, Austin's 
Sixth Street, and London's Chelsea, or like Green­
wich Village, Country Club Plaza in Kansas City, 
and Copley Square in Boston. 
What Charlotte needs is a central part of town that's 
unpredictably predictable, a place where even if 
you don't know what's happening there, you know 
that something of interest will always be afoot­
whether it's a Saturday morning farmer and nea 
market, a Thursday evening gala of gallery open­
ings, or a Saturday night on the town with a choice 
of ethnic restaurants, classical concerts, theater and 
comedy clubs, or blues bars and jazz cellars. 
Art at the Region's Heart
 
It just so happens that the center of the region- the 
Uptown business core, the central focus for financial 
ventures, office services, professional interaction- is 
also the emerging focus of arts, culture, and enter­
tainment for the entire Charlotte- Mecklenburg 
County environs. And with the new convention 
center and stadium projects, along with associated 
hotels and other support facilities, Uptown will 
become a new Southeast magnet for conference and 
tourism activity. 
And the heart of this Uptown core is an area that can 
become more than a nine-to-five office center, a 
dramatic contrast to adjacent urban high rise can­
yons or surrounding suburban shopping centers­
Charlotte's emerging cultural focus, the Uptown Art 
Zone. 
This area, spanning an approximately four block by 
six block area north of Trade Street and centered on 
Tryon, is currently a loose collection of low-rise 
theaters, museums, art galleries, offices, shops, and 
warehouses. The Art Zone is already the home of the 
Spirit Square theater/ art complex, Discovery Place 
with its new Omnimax Theater, the Charlotte­
Mecklenberg Library, a variety of art galleries and 
shops, restaurants and night spots, and soon the Nortf 
Carolina Blumenthal Center for the Performing Arts. 
However, this evolVing district can become much 
more than just individual institutions. It can be the 
Charlotte region's daytime and nighttime activity 
center- a place where residents and visitors to 
Charlotte can not only attend specific activities like a 
symphony concert or an afternoon at the science 
center, but can also simply "hang out"- people 
watching, window shopping, buying the new Lounge 
Lizards CD, dropping into Jonathan's for a glass of 
stout, getting a bite to eat at City Fair, stopping off at 
the new Queen City Cabaret for a late night blues fix. 
The Art Zone area centers on Tryon Street 
north of the Uptown business center. Charlotte's Uptown area is at the center of a 
prosperous and expanding region. 
.....~
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Why Can't Uptown Be More Than 
) Just a Big Urban Canyon? 
) 
Although Uptown has attractive modern office buildings, 
it is in danger of become a sterile '9 to 5' environment 
Uptown Charlotte consists primarily of the central 
business district and its surrounding Third and 
Fourth Ward neighborhoods. Each of these areas 
shares one overriding characteristic: while each is a 
specific subarea with its own personality, each is a 
very internalized sector of the city. The Third and 
Fourth Wards, for instance, are active residential 
areas characterized by low-rise housing and strong 
social networks. But each neighborhood is inward­
looking- deliberately planned and arranged so as 
to focus on its own open space amenities and 
reinforce its individual personality. 
In a similar fashion, Uptown's business district, the 
center of the regional core, in spite of its landscaped 
streets and public amenities, is in danger of becom­
ing an urban canyon of high-rise towers and faceless 
-----------------------_
 
The Art Zone's surrounding subcenters are 
all inward-looking areas 
The Art Zone can be a pedestrian-oriented anchor
 
to the business district's second-level Overstreet Mall.
 
parking garages. Like the residential neighborhoods 
to the north, it too is internally-oriented- in this 
case, to interior features such as the second-level 
Overstreet Mall, which actually extracts pedestrian 
and commercial liveliness from the street and 
increases the sense of inward-facing development. 
Uptown Charlotte- and the region as a whole­
need a magnet of activity such as the low-rise, 
people-.oriented urban district vision described on 
previous pages. The Art Zone area north of Trade 
Street, located midway between the three neighbor­
hood and business district subareas, has the raw 
material- cultural events, attractive streets, easy 
accessibility, available streetfront space- to provide 
such vitality. All it needs is attention, investment, 
and action. 
80 
What Makes a Vital Urban District? 
From the casual bohemian ism of downtown San 
Francisco and the honky tonk funkiness of New 
Orleans' French Quarter, to Parisian people­
watching from leafy left Bank boulevard cafes, 
the active pedestrian areas which characterize the 
popular precincts of great cities share some 
common characteristics. 
An Attractive Public Realm 
The first characteristic is that the outdoor domain 
of these districts is a pleasant place to be. 
The district is an urban area, defined by its 
buildings. If it is a successful area, filled with 
people, one reason is because the buildings 
themselves have been designed with people in 
mind: 
• they are low in height, allowing light and air to 
reach sidewalks and plazas. 
• the facades have a human scale, with carefully­
defined ground floors and people-sized doors 
and windows; 
• signage and graphics are lively and colorful, and 
shop windows are filled with interesting dis­
plays; 
• the shape and form of the buildings define the 
public realm- the streets and plazas-- creating 
a framework of containment and order. 
The public open spaces defined by the buildings 
and shopfronts are pleasant and comfortable, 
attracting conversation and contemplation. 
landscaping is an important feature: 
• Street trees soften the edge of the sidewalk, 
adding shade and filtering the atmosphere with 
color, motion, and light; 
• Parks, plazas, and outdoor seating areas are the 
rule, not the exception, filled with greenery, 
fountains, places to sit; 
• Street furniture- kiosks, pedestrian lights, even 
trash cans- are well designed and carefully 
located. 
Finally, the district's streets are designed as a 
pedestrian-biased domain: 
• The car is a controlled interloper into this 
zone, moving slowly through intersections, 
giving priority to strollers; 
• Parking is easy to find and convenient to use, 
identified by a clear and attractive signage 
system, but once the car is dumped, there is no 
need to drive until it's time to leave; 
•	 Transit- especially trolleys or buses- carries 
visitors and residents quickly and easily 
throughout the district, reducing auto traffic and 
air pollution. 
Arts as a Magnet 
Cultural facilities are often used as a catalyst for 
attracting people and activity to a district: 
• Performance spaces-- theaters and concert 
halls-- provide the venue for a wide variety of 
events: Broadway dramas, musicals and lec­
tures; 'big-ticket' serious music events ranging 
from symphony concerts to operas and ballet 
and dance, from classical composers to 20th 
century experimentalists; and popular concerts 
featuring crooners, cowboys, comedians, or 
your worst heavy metal nightmare. 
• Museums, galleries, and exhibit spaces attract 
art aficionados, culture mavens, and science 
and technology buffs. 
• And outdoor event spaces-- plazas and 
streets-- provide the framework for spontaneous 
happenings from lunchtime concerts to sidewalk 
arts and crafts shows to festivals and parades. 
20 ... _ .... 
Commercial Beneficiaries 
The economic spinoff from such activity, if properly 
organized, can benefit the private sector merchants 
whose retail and commerciJI establish 
menls form the backbone of the district: 
• Shops, restaurants and night spots can both take 
advantage of increased activity as well as generate 
activity of their own- an upward dynamic which 
once set in motion can be mutually beneficial to 
everyone in the district. 
•	 Offices and services can also benefit from district 
success: increasing real estate values can attract 
increasingly higher quality firms that can help 
support upper level space. 
Activity Generators 
Fin.llly, olher .Ktivily gl'n(·r.llors (";-In 1ll'lp enliven 
the district: 
• Residential development is the best way to add 
people to the district on a 24-hour a day basis, 
increasing activity, safety, and the m;-lrket fbr food 
shops, laundries, and other support services. 
• Hotels, especially with the draw of arts facilities 
;-Ind night life, also add people and spending 
power. 
•	 And students- from elementary schoolchildren 
on tour at a museum to a magnet high school or 
professional school for the arts- increase activity 
and build audiences and patrons for years 10 
come. 
I ..r 
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Charlotte's Uptown Area: 
The Logical Focus 
The new Art Zone area- the approximately six by 
four block precinct centered on the Tryon corridor 
north of Trade Street-already has in place many of 
the prerequisites for such an urban district: 
• It has a casual, low-density feeling, is organized 
along the well-landscaped Tryon Street spine, is 
flanked to the west by large green areas of 
Settlers' Cemetery and the adjacent churchyard, 
and is punctuated by attractive urban spaces, from 
the complex of plazas at Trade and Tryon, to the 
new fountain adjacent to the library, to the oUldoor 
sitting area adjacent to City Fair. 
•	 It contains most of Charlotte's popular cultural 
facilities- from Spirit Square, Discovery Place, 
;md the cenlr;-ll Librilry to the new Center for the 
Performing Arts, as well "s J vJriely of commer­
cial and not-for profit gal/eries and the nearby 
Afro-American Center. In addition to the potential 
upgrading of the current city visitors' center 
(operated as part of the Charlotte Convention and 
Visitor Bureau), new institutions being discussed 
include a facility for urban historical exhibits and 
reseilrch, the "Museum of the New South", and 
the potenti;tl for expanding the interaction of 
schools with district institutions. 
•	 It features a number of popular restaurants, shops, 
and night spots, including Jonathan's, the Thistle, 
the City Fair complex, and the soon-to-come retail 
stores and ealing spots at the new NCNB Center 
Founders' Hall. 
• The Tr.1de{fryon are<l is the focus for two miljor 
national hotels- Marrioll and Radisson- as well 
<IS the popular executive rooms at the Dunhill; 
new ne<lrby office complexes and residential 
development add potential for retail activity. The 
market for new residential units will be based on 
a demand driven by attractive and innovative new 
housing types, developed as part of an expanded 
arts district. 
In short, Uptown Charlotte is poised for ils next 
evolutionary stage- humanizing and refining the 
business district's urban bulk with an active and 
attractive adjacent cultural zone- featuring ex­
panded entertainment, gallery, and museum facili­
ties, open space, mid-rise apartments, schools, 
shops, restaurants, clubs, and lots of people having 
lots of fun- Charlotte's Uptown "Art Zone". 
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Setting the District in Motion:
 
Image, Identity and Activity
 
In the short term, a variety ofalready-committed projects and plans for potential future facilities and activities
 
are now underway. The emerging Art Zone needs to build on this momenlum
 
in order to set the district on the righl path for continuing future growth.
 
Trees, Banners, and Lights 
The attractive existing Tryon Street landscaping, 
paving, and street furniture should be extended 
throughout the Art Zone, creating a humanizing 
environmental counterpoint to the acres of urban­
renewal-created parking lots that surround the 
Uptown core. 
But green needn't be the only color evident in the 
district- after all, this is an Art Zone, and the spec­
trum of the painter's palette is almost unlimited. The 
area can be enlivened on a year-round basis by a 
system of constantly changing, varicolored banners, 
posters, and signs that can emphasize district gate­
ways, identify district streets and landmarks and 
announce arts events, festivals, and activities. 
Although these visual improvements are key to the 
daytime environment, what about after dark? As 
things now stand, when night comes, there are few 
p~o~le out a~d about on the street- not the image of 
Vitality to whICh the district aspires. With the multi­
tude .of cultural institutions and the quality and 
consl~tent scale of the buildings in the area, a lighting 
and slgnage program that adds a festive air to the 
district and markets existing events with color and 
verve can give the Art Zone a vivid nighttime identity 
!hat can be. even more important than its daytime 
Image. Building facades and tree branches can be 
outl.ined wi.th tiny bulbs- why not leave the popular 
C.hnstmas lights up year-round? Neon, animated 
Video panels and illuminated signs with public service 
?r even commercial messages can enliven buildings 
In the Art Zone's Tryon Street spine with light and 
color. 
Events, Entertainment, and 
Enterprise: OfT-Street and On 
Of course, activity also equals security. In addition to 
the lively appearance provided by lights and signs, as 
well as by obvious means such as an increased police 
presence (on bicycles or horses? why not?), the best 
way to improve the feeling of safety on the streets of 
!he district is by packing the area with people enjoy­
Ing the cultural and entertainment events that give the 
Art Zone irs n<tme. 
With the opening of the two-theater Blumenthal 
Center, cultural institutions in the Art Zone area can 
expect up to 1.5 million visits per year, and if the 
proposed new Convention Center and Uptown hotel 
visitation is <tdded in, this number can increase to 
over 2.5 million per year. Although these numbers 
obviously incorporate large surges and ebbs of 
activity, this annual figure translates into an average 
of over 6,000 daily visits. Considering as well the 
daily Uptown office population of 40,000, it is 
important to attract this large and critical market to 
other district activities, services, or business ventures. 
One of the ways to attract this market is through an 
increased number of public outdoor events in the 
district. Popular celebr<ttory activities such as First 
Night, the v<trious after-work gallery and restaurant 
'crawls', or the periodic Farmers' Market are all 
successful models. What is needed to establish the 
Art Zone as a major regional magnet is to expand and 
institutionalize these events into a regular schedule of 
activities. Every Saturday should be a street market of 
some sort in the district: a permanent flea market! 
The Trade/Tryon central 'Square' can be the major Uptown 
entry to the Art Zone, featuring gateway signa!w and 
a ticket booth for district and regional events 
Lights on building cornices and adjacent street trees can 
give the Art Zone a maxical ni~hl/ime "Christmas feelinx· 
the whole year Ihrouf.:h 
22 INIT ...... 
book fair, for instance, which in season becomes a 
regular open-.1ir i.nnwrs' m.lrket as we'll. Or SpringFest 
could evolve inlo .1 regi0I1.11 cell'br.l) iOI1 of e,lch new 
season. 
Sp'Ke is ne('ded for tlws(' ev('nts: in the short Il'rm, ) 
selecled stre('ts, blocked off on .111 org.1I1ized as-needed 
basis, but in the longer term, lhese informal event 
spaces should be su~rlcmented by.1 large, centrally 
located outdoor plaza area, .15 might be created in 
conjunction with surrounding rez" est.lle development, 
;ll .1 lliock such .1S rill' nOrlhWl'st corrwr of Tryon ,1nd 
Sevl'n rh St reel. 
And other allractions and aClivity can follow: 
•	 New civic institutions: for instance, the potential for 
a new historical museum could be associated with a 
"Discover Charlolle!" center for tourists and resi­
dents alike, with information and audio-visuz" shows 
focusing simultaneously on Charlolle's past (its 
heritage as interpreted in the adjacent museum); its 
present (where to go and what to do in the region, 
from Art Zone activities to outlying allractions such 
as the Mint Museum, the Coliseum, colleges .wd 
universities, recreation opportunities); and its future 
(what's to come in Charlolle, a focus for economic 
development promotion and civic marketing). 
•	 Additional entertainment facilities: an uptown multi­
screen cinema complex; an outdoor kid's playland, 
with a carousel, pUll-pUll golf, and cotton candy; or 
even an 'uroan farm,' featuring garden demonstra­
tions, landscaping advice, a pelling zoo for the kids; 
•	 New restaurants, night spots, and food/gift shops: 
ranging from innovative ethnic food emporiums to 
the potential for a large franchise-supported eating 
and drinking establishment such as Bennigan's 
(which could be an economically-viaole catalyst for 
other night spots, meeting places, and music clubs); 
•	 Other arts-oriented shops, galleries and office 
development: in available space in existing build­
ings, possibly including a "Carolina Crafts Center", a 
regionally-focused artists' studio/ sales space similar 
to Alexandria's "Torpedo Factory". 
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Getting There and Getting Around: 
Parking and Transit 
Even thou~h compMed 10 most citips Charlotte has a 
very ;lCcessihle core, Ill.my people ~erceive Uptown 
as a place with inconvenient circulation. The abilit~ 
to easily drive in and park, especially for arts events 0 
shopping. is key. Luckily the Art Zone hilS a variety 0 
exisling parking facilities (ilS at CityFilir, the Apparel 
M.Ht, Independence Center, ilnd the Dunhill) and 
surf.ln' lots, ,III re'Hlily av'lil.lble but wilh gre,llfy 
exp,mded calJacity in Ihe evenings and on weekends 
when adjJcent office usage is at In ebb. And new 
structures (such as at the Blumenthal Center or 
Discovery Place) are under construction or planned. 
New parking structures should be added as needed, 
along the rail corridor running through the district. 
The city's recent and welcome policy of making free 
street parking available at off-peak times increases not 
only the actual number of spaces but more impor­
tantly the perception of activity and availilbility. 
Equi"dly importilnt to Ihis perception, however, should 
be graphically attractive and prominent new direc­
tional signs, pointing district visitors to adjacent lots or 
structures. The extension of the city's free street 
parking policy to free or reduced-rate off-peak 
parking at other public (or even commercial) lots and 
garages can also benefit the Art Zone's appeal. 
Parking policies, however, only deal with the status 
quo of lransportation and circulation. Establishing an 
attractive low or free-fare shuttle transit system 
(buses or especially the potential for light rail ve­
hicles)- located within Uptown and focusing on the 
cultural district- could establish an innovative 
approach to future circulation within the central area. 
The availability of historic trolley cars and the poten­
tial for nearby rail or street rights of way could result 
in a convenient and fun way to move around the Art 
Zone and link the district's hotels, restaurants, and arls 
facilities to the new convention cenler or stadium. 
1\ III 'IV pl/hlic pl.IL.I ,11.1 "x.llion .. IHIJ ••" s,.'V('/lI!J ,111</ / ryoll ~l"J()v.III"1J III ., ( l'lJrr.IJ/y-IuCJll'(/ buiJclillb "lid, J~ Ihe uld 
could provide iI selling fur public evenls ,lIld markels Ivey's slure CJn nJJke pv~sible oJ new downlown reSlauranl 
and an i1l1raClive cenlral gft:>en lor Ihe Art Zone a.s well.1S _'/lolce It>r .I "Di,cov('r CIJ./f/"1/1"· n'nlt'r 
-----------------------~
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A Long-Tenn Vision:
 
Charlotte's "Fountain District"
 
Based on the projected short-term success of the Art Zone, longer-term plans must also be considered for its 
logical expansion to the north. Described below is some of that potential. In fact, depending on the pace of 
events, some of these possible future scenarios may evolve more quickly than we now imagine; the initial 
planning necessary to make them happen will need to be established sooner rather than later. 
An Open Space Framework 
for Future Growth 
One appealing option is to increase both the area's 
environmental amenity and its potential for adding to 
Uptown's activity and vitality through an expanded 
residential base, structured around an extensive 
framework of public and private parks, much like 
London's Georgian squares or Savannah's historic 
central area. 
This network would consist of a series of corn~r parks 
and plazas, surrounded by mid-rise (3 to 6-story) 
apartment structures, with each heavily landscaped 
open space featuring as a focus a fountain or water 
feature. This approach is recommended for a variety 
of reasons: 
• the "fountain" motif has been initiated in the 
Uptown area with some success: it is environmen­
tally pleasant and visually appealing; 
• the placement of the open space on the corners 
provides an attractive sequence of visual experi­
ences for both auto visitors and pedestrian passers­
by; 
• even if private park spaces are part of a residential 
complex and fenced in for security and personal 
use, they will still be visually part of the public 
realm of the district, much as the private front lawns 
and attractive trees and plantings contribute to the 
pleasure of walking through New Orleans' Garden 
District or driving along Charlotte's Queens Road. 
New People Uses in the District: 
Residential and Retail 
There is a further reason for the open space network: 
the parks will provide both an attractive amenity and a 
distinctive marketing theme important to the establish­
ment of a new residential area, compounding the 
existing advantage of an Uptown location immediately 
adjacent to the heart of the Art Zone. 
The architectural design of the housing should comp/e­
mentthe quality of the open space and consider the 
area's location as an extension of the central area: it 
should be classically urban in concept, similar to a 
Washington DC or London neighborhood, featuring 
mid-rise units with traditional materials and a carefully­
detailed base, middle and top. Height of various units 
may vary, but it should be recognized, taking into 
consideration both building cost and the desire to 
provide quality amenities, that a basic density level 
somewhat higher than the adjacent Third and Fourth 
Wards is both economically necessary and physically 
desirable. 
Such housing will also provide the 'critical mass' for the 
sorts of food shops, laundries, and other support ser­
vices necessary for establishing a working residential 
neighborhood. A sizable 24-hour population will also 
provide increased street safety as well as a larger 
adjacent market for nearby cultural and educational 
institutions. 
Early plans for Savannah and Charleston emphasized a gracious urban linkage between 
lushly-landscaped, well-defined open space and adjacent appropriately-scaled residential buildings. 
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New Activity Generators: 
Education, More Entertainment, 
and Even More Arts Activity 
But residential development is not the only long-term 
potential for the expanded Art Zone district. New 
generators of activity and energy can help create and 
expand the market for the other residential and retail 
uses described above. 
One such activity generator is the potential for 
expanded educational facilities and programs, taking 
advantage of the many cultural and science resources 
in the district. Institutions such as Discovery Place and 
Spirit Square are now important parts of the curricu­
lum of many area schools. The next logical step is to 
actually establish full-time educational facilities in the 
Art Zone itself. 
These facilities could take a variety of forms: 
•	 One is a variation on the model of Winston­
Salem's North Carolina School for the Arts, a state­
supported boarding institution for leading talents· 
gleaned from throughout North Carolina. In 
Charlotte, this approach could still include the 
boarding of students in a centralized facility, but 
could be expanded to include more than just visual 
and performing arts, with similar governmental 
support. 
•	 Another approach is for a "magnet school" ap­
proach, a day school drawing talented students 
from various schools throughout the region, similar 
to successful efforts in Pittsburgh or elsewhere. The 
form of this approach could be a "school without 
walls", with a home base in a c,entrallocation, but 
using a variety of available spaces in institutions or 
buildings throughout the Art Zone as centers for 
student activity. 
•	 Higher education should be further incorporated into 
the district, from Central Piedmont Community 
College to UNCC to Winthrop College or Johnson C. 
Smith University, each of which could expand arts­
oriented or adult education activites in this central 
regional location. 
• There is also the potential for an innovative approach 
which links the local school system with other 
resources beyond just Art Zone institutions: the 
possibility of partnership programs with the local 
community college, the opportunity of connections 
with corporations and Uptown businesses as a means 
of adding private sector expertise to public schools. 
Finally, it is anticipated that based on the success of 
current entertainment and arts events, audiences will 
continue to grow, commercial entertainment venues 
will thrive and multiply, private donors will continue to 
show their support to cultural programs, and public 
bodies will expand their contributions as a response to 
the demonstrated positive impact of the arts on the 
economic development potential of the city and region. 
Success breeds success, and the more people who are 
living, eating, shopping, and working in the Art Zone 
and in Uptown, the bigger audiences and greater 
economic support for more and more cultural activities 
and events. 
A long-term plan for the cultural district area can include small corner or interior plazas and parks 
featuring fountains and landscaping, surrounded by medium-rise urban residential buildings 
• 
-----------------------
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Making It Happen:Engaging Participants 
and Establishing Momentum 
In order to get underway on these proposals, it is important that project participants define an effective and 
efficient organizational approach. The intent should be to avoid creating yet another institution or agency, but 
rather to establish an 'umbrella committee' that can oversee the coordinated efforts of a variety ofpublic, 
private, and civic actors, each contributing their own expertise. However, it is important that this organization 
become a formal operating group in order to focus activity and effort: the Art Zone Development Consortium. 
The chart below identifies the variety ofpotential participants in creation and maintenance of the Art Zone. 
This organization should be established as a public­
private partnership under the joint aegis of the City 
Economic Development Department, the Charlotte 
Uptown Development Corporation, the Central Charlotte 
Division of the Chamber of Commerce, and the Arts and 
Science Council. 
The development of the district will require a number of 
planning, design, funding, and administrative tasks. 
Once the district is underway, these can include: 
•	 Organization and promotion of events- both special 
occasions and regular occurences; 
•	 Marketing of the district, through media, posters, 
newsletters, or other approaches; 
•	 Development of special programs- such as helping 
arrange or administer parking subsidies or arts event! 
restaurant tie-ins; 
•	 District development- helping market and fill vacant 
real estate with desired tenants or owners; 
•	 Physical maintenance, supplementing (or replacing 
through a private contract) city efforts at street! side­
walk/ open space cleaning and minor repairs. 
In order to set in motion the district's continuing devel­
opment, an ongoing process can be established which 
includes contributions from all sectors of the consortium: 
•	 the public sector- the city, county, and state, can 
contribute planning and administrative funds, infra­
structure improvements, development guidelines and 
incentives to ensure the quality of future development, 
and programatic participation from groups such as 
publ ic educational authorities; 
•	 the civic sector- cultural institutions, downtown and 
regional business groups, foundations and individual 
Banks 
Corporations 
Convention & 
Visitors Bureau 
Federal Govt 
volunteers----- can also contribute planning and 
administrative funds and start-up capital as well as 
programatic assistance from the various Art Zone 
constituents; 
• and the private sector- corporations, real estate 
owners and developers, district merchants, re­
gional economic development promoters----- can 
respond to the public and civic energy and support 
with development initiatives for renovation, new 
construction, and participation in continuing 
district programs, promotions, and services. 
Just Do It 
This is a 'modest proposal' for a very realizable 
vision for the future of Uptown Charlotte. The piece~ 
are all in place, and the time is ripe: the new 
Discovery Place Omnimax Theater is now blasting 
viewers into cyberspace, the new North Carolina 
Blumenthal Center for the Performing Arts will soon 
open its curtains with a huge gala, Uptown banks 
and businesses are roaring out of the recession, and 
with the new Convention Center and potential 
stadium, the Charlotte- Mecklenburg region stands 
poised to become one of the major visitor and 
tourism centers of the Southeast. 
All it will take is to channel some of that energy into 
. the one area that can serve as the physical and 
activity focus for the region, the Uptown Art Zone, 
and follow through with programs promotion and 
persistence. Then everyone will know where to go 
and what to do. 
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